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“Truth is ever to be found in simplicity, and not in the multiplicity and
confusion of things”
Isaac Newton

Summary
Reliable Transmission Power Control for Internet of
Things
The Internet of Things (IoT) is revolutionizing many sectors such as logistics,
transportation, manufacturing plants, and agriculture by improving their
operational efficiency, energy usage, and management of resources. The IoT
network as a whole is projected to scale at the tunes of trillion of nodes within
the next few years. It is estimated that on an average 57% of the large-scale IoT
network will be deployed to environmental monitoring, the transportation
sector, smart city, and drones.
Major impediments to the successful operation of this complex
interconnected system are limited energy availability of the individual nodes
and ever-changing radio propagation medium. The uncertainty in the channel
conditions is due to interference from other sources such as Wi-Fi routers,
microwave ovens. In addition, natural obstacles such as office walls decay the
signal strength. Furthermore, environmental conditions such as humidity and
temperature in the indoor and outdoor locations significantly weaken the
communication link reliability. Poor reliability also has other adverse effects
such as reduction in the lifetime of the node, as packets may have to be
retransmitted. To enhance the link reliability between a pair of sensor nodes,
boosting transmission power level seems to be a natural choice. However, the
transceiver of several sensor nodes such as TelosB, MicaZ etc. consumes more
energy than other units such as ROM, sensors, and CPU of the nodes. In
addition, it increases the contention in the network.
Faced with the difficulty of prolonging the network lifetime and at the same
time increasing the network reliability, one of the solutions is to employ a
Transmission Power Control (TPC) technique that scales the transmission
power up or down at run-time whenever the link quality falls below or above a
predefined threshold respectively. Therefore, the main objective of a TPC
algorithm is to achieve optimal transmission power –a power level that does not
break the already established link between a pair of nodes nor increase the
contention in the network.

The decision to change transmission power level based on the values of
inexpensive hardware metrics such as Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) or Link Quality Indicator (LQI) is not appropriate. This is because they
are sensitive to environmental disturbances and the probability of it deviating
from a predefined threshold level remains high. This causes respective nodes in
the network to change its transmission power level frequently. This fluctuation
in the power level in a dense network consisting of multiple transmitting nodes
increases the degree of interference resulting in a collision and ultimately
negatively influences the reliability and results in higher energy usage as the
packets are retransmitted when the collision occurs.
This thesis, therefore, focusses on five problems. First, it investigates the
impact of one node performing TPC in the network. The simulation experiment
reveals that when the duration of the fluctuation in transmission power level is
longer and random, it increases the interference and hence the retransmission.
The other noted side effects are increased in the latency and higher energy
consumption. The thesis also discusses the reason for the degradation in the
network metrics such as Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), latency and energy
consumption.
Second, this thesis provides a detailed study on the impact of fixed minimum
and maximum transmission power on a sizeable static network and then
discusses the concept of optimal transmission power level.
Third, the thesis proposes a proactive Data Aware Transmission Power
Control (DA-TPC) algorithm that reduces the interference caused due to
prolonged duration of changes in the transmission power level. Unlike other
TPC algorithm such as Adaptive and Robust Topology Control (ART) that is
reactive to the fall in the link quality and has a longer power fluctuation period,
proactive TPC such as DA-TPC predicts the quality of the link in advance and
quickly selects the optimum power level on per packet basis. The simulation
experiment show that compared to reactive TPC, proactive TPC scheme
increases the reliability of the network.
Fourth, the thesis proposes to employ the priority of the data as a metric to
be used as an input to the TPC algorithm instead of other sensitive and
erroneous metrics such RSSI and LQI. The application layer tags the data that it
receives from the sensors with a specific priority. Based on the tagged
information appropriate transmission power level is activated at the lower
layers. For instance, the temperature of the room is classified as a high priority
data once it reaches an unusual level. If the temperature of the room is within an
expected predefined level it is classified as a low priority data. Comparative
analysis of metric shows that the energy consumption is lower and the
reliability between a pair of nodes and the entire network are significantly

higher when TPC algorithm uses priority of the data as a metric instead of
RSSI.
Generally, as transceiver consumes more energy, it is worthwhile to predict
the energy level of sensor nodes so that the remaining energy level could be
used as one of the decision points to adjust the transmission power level.
Therefore, the thesis finally investigates the applicability of RSSI as an input to
various state-of-the-art supervised machine-learning algorithms such as Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR) etc. for an early and accurate
detection of energy depletion rate. The experiments conducted shows that the
nature of RSSI values can aid the machine learning algorithms to predict the fall
in the energy level only when they reach cut-off level (1.6V to 1.5V) –a
minimum operational voltage required for the normal operation of the TelosB
sensor motes. When the energy level of the nodes reaches the cut-off level, the
speed and the prediction accuracy of SVM and LR is the highest, whereas
Linear Regression and Random Classifier has the worst performance compared
to all other algorithms evaluated.
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Chapter 1 Internet-of-Things:
Oppurtunities and Challenges

1.1

Introduction

Internet-of-Things (IoT) is revolutionizing many sectors such as logistics and
transportation, manufacturing plants and agriculture by increasing their
operational efficiency, reducing the energy usage and better management of
resources. Many forward-looking companies are embracing the IoT to attain
higher performance or to generate values like never before. As IoT provides
immense benefits, it’s becoming a competitive advantage and the business
houses have to consider it as a part of their strategic plan.
As a result, the IoT network as a whole is projected to scale at the tunes of
billions of nodes within the next few years. As the number of connected devices
increases exponentially, achieving higher network capacity and reliability with
lower latency and energy consumption is challenging. It is estimated that the
IoT will cause the Internet Protocol (IP) traffic to increase by 300% by 2018

[1].
Although not all the network embedded devices (e.g. sensor nodes) of IoT
network will have to simultaneously communicate among one another, there
will typically be hundreds of nodes within relevant multi-hop cluster networks.
Thus, it is crucial to look at how reliability, the latency of IoT network is
affected in high-density communication scenarios with existing communication
protocols. Furthermore, these sensor nodes comprising IoT networks operate on
a limited battery power. Remote deployment of an IoT network makes it
difficult for the field technician to replace the battery sources. Hence,
prolonging the battery life of the sensor nodes is necessary. Therefore, the main
focus of this thesis is to address the following
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How can we enhance the communication reliability of IoT network with
Transmission Power Control (TPC)?
One of the major techniques we consider to address this question is to use
Transmission Power Control (TPC) algorithms that aid every individual node of
the network to employ appropriate transmission power level at run-time. A well
designed TPC algorithm can not only reduce the energy consumption but also
has the potential to improve the reliability of the network.
In the remainder of this chapter, we first provide the definition of IoT in
section 1.2. A brief overview of the real world deployment of IoT network is
provided in section 1.3. In Section 1.4, we highlight some of the major issues
that may reduce the operational efficiency of a large-scale IoT networks. The
section 1.5 provides a detailed explanation on how the reliability of the IoT
network can be disrupted by various factors. In section 1.6, we break down the
broader research question mentioned above into more detailed research
problems and summarize each of the research problems investigated in this
thesis. A brief explanation of experimental platform, software, and hardware
utilized for the experimentation is described in section 1.7. Contributions and
organization of the thesis are outlined in section 1.8.

1.2

Definition of IoT

The term Internet-of-Things (IoT) is not well defined and therefore has been
loosely used as a buzzword in scientific research and marketing strategies. One
can find the various definition of IoT. However, we adopt the following
definition as it provides a better perspective on the work carried out in this
thesis
The Internet of Things could be conceptually defined as a dynamic global
network infrastructure with self-configuring capabilities based on standard and
interoperable communication protocols where physical and virtual "thing" have
identities, physical attributes, and virtual personalities, use intelligent
interfaces, and are seamlessly integrated into the information network [2].

1.3

Harnessing the Power of IoT

Many organizations are seeing the value of adopting IoT for as diverse
reasons as saving cost, improving service, and finding new revenue streams. As
IoT provides unique opportunities, Cisco estimates that there will be around 50
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billion IoT devices by 2020 [3]. The growth of IoT devices as shown Figure 1.1
from its inception in 2009 is phenomenal.

Figure 1.1 Growth of IoT [4]

Figure 1.2 is derived from a recent survey indicating that a majority of the
survey respondents expressed their keen interest in designing, implementing
and deploying IoT applications and network for home automation,
environmental monitoring, and search & rescue operation through drones [5].
From Figure 1.2, we can interpret that there is an equal amount of interest
amongst the various stakeholders to deploy IoT infrastructure for both indoor
and outdoor scenarios.

Figure 1.2 Interest of IoT in various domains

Figure 1.3 depicts the value-at-stake for various sectors [6]. According to
Cisco, value-at-stake is the bottom-line value (higher revenues and lower costs)
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that can be created or will migrate among the companies and the industries
based on their ability to harness IoT [6]. Figure 1.3 depicts five major business
domains that can substantially increase their value-at-stake by employing IoT.
Amongst the five major domains, we find that the impact of IoT on factories or
manufacturing units is the highest. Incorporating IoT to manufacturing
processes has the potential to minimize raw material and energy wastages. The
addition of devices with the connectivity and inferencing capability leads to an
intelligent device that offers a better control of the machinery equipment and
can assist the humans to improve the product quality.

Figure 1.3 Potential value-at-stake for various sectors [4]

The second domain that stands to benefit from the IoT is a power grid. The
current power grid installations are not efficient as they are incapable of
generating power based on the real-time need. Embodying IoT that can perform
sensing and control, can detect the supply and demand misalignment.
Architectural and Building business unit is the third in the list that can create
higher value-at-stake. HVAC are the major source of energy consuming devices
in public institutions such as office complexes, hospitals, hotels etc. According
to General Electrics, making HVAC smart through IoT connectivity can save
around 5% of the energy in a small-sized industrial power plant generating
15MW [7].
Logistics and Transportation group is the fourth business domain that can
increase its value-at-stake. Traffic congestion, fuel consumption can greatly be
reduced by vehicles that are connected to their surrounding (e.g. traffic signals,
tollbooths) through IoT.
Lastly, medical and healthcare business also can enhance their value-at-stake.
It is estimated that 4 to 17% of the hospitalized patients suffer from a life
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threatening events such as cardiac or respiratory arrests [8]. It is also found that
70% of such events could be prevented [8]. Therefore, a continuous remote
monitoring is the need of the hour. IoT with its connectivity and real-time
monitoring functionalities can solve this pressing problem. Added benefit of
remote continuous monitoring through IoT enables the patient care to be
performed in less expensive setting such as a home.
Clearly, IoT with its sensing, monitoring, inferencing and communication
capabilities will empower the end users to interpret a vast amount of data and
react to the changing environment. The economic potential of IoT is significant
and moving forward, it is only going to grow.

1.4 Overview of Technological Concerns in Realizing
IoT
Although IoT has the potential to save time and resources of many business
houses, it has its own set of unique problems. Figure 1.4 provides the
information about the major concerns of the respondents in a recent survey [5].
As Figure 1.4 shows, security, and privacy are two of the biggest concerns. IoT
brings with it a wide array of security and challenges. These security and
privacy issues are prevalent across all aspects of IoT ecosystem – hardware,
software and communication [9][10]. Implementing security solutions in IoT is
particularly complicated because they often have simple processors, with very
limited memory and storage capacity [11][12].
The third major concern is related to connectivity and the device
management. IoT networks are often deployed in harsh environments
[13][14][15]. Unfriendly environment coupled with low power wireless links
are often a major cause for degradation in a communication reliability [16]. As
IoT devices are deployed in a harsh environment, the possibility of device
failure is high. IoT application must be capable of monitoring and diagnosing
special events or failures of various forms such as security breach and must be
able to recover from a crash. Management of thousands of devices in a
distributed manner requires designing an application with a high level of
concurrency and it is a challenging task.
Fourth on the list of concerns is hardware and software management. Typical
IoT network may contain hundreds to a few thousands of nodes. Replacing the
power source, updating the firmware manually has limited scalability. However,
designing a distributed and lightweight self-aware hardware and software
maintenance application is a complicated task.
Choosing a wireless protocol often involves balancing many conflicting
requirements such as operational cost, energy consumption, wireless range and
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the bandwidth. Technical trade-offs and myriad commercial solutions with no
clear dominant winner make selecting wireless protocol often a tedious task and
it stands as one of the concerns.

Figure 1.4 Major concerns in realizing IoT network

1.5

Device Connectivity: A Bigger Challenge

The three main tasks of any IoT network are sensing, analyzing and
transmitting. Because of the communication capability, thousands of individual
nodes form a single entity and provides collective intelligence on the topic of
interest. Due to the limited transmission range, IoT devices may have to multihop their sensed data possibly over long distances. Therefore, connectivity or
communication between individual devices is crucial for the successful
operation of the network. Main factors that plague the reliability of the
communication are discussed in the following sub-sections.

1.5.1

Internal and External Interference

An inherent problem associated with the wireless networks is interference.
Interference can be internal or external. External interference is caused by other
sources such as domestic appliances, Bluetooth devices. Internal interference
occurs when the nodes within the same network transmit at the same time.
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) operate on an unlicensed ISM bands and
therefore the radio spectrum is shared with several other devices [16]. As Wi-Fi
uses 2.4GHz frequency, the WSN such as IoT might have to compete to utilize
the frequency. Appliances such as microwave oven, plasma lighting system,
cordless phones that generate electromagnetic noise are also known to increase
the packet loss rate, this, in turn, increases the retransmission rates and latency
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[17][16]. Similarly, internal interference due to concurrent transmission also
negatively impacts the performance of the network [18]. It is also empirically
shown that a cross-channel interference also decreases the packet delivery rate
[19].

1.5.2

Environmental Factors

Natural obstacles such as office walls, human and vehicular movements,
dense vegetation generally deteriorate the signal strength. Humidity and
temperature also influences the radio waves [20][21][22][23]. The amount of
signal attenuation in dBm for WLAN is documented in [24]. The
communication quality of wireless devices in sports wearables are known to
suffer because the human body absorb, reflects or even scatter wireless signal
[25].

1.5.3

Ad-hoc Deployment

When the area to be monitored is large and in a remote location, sensors are
usually randomly deployed. For instance, they are dropped from the aircraft to
monitor environmental conditions such as temperature, humidity or for
surveillance purpose [26]. This deployment strategy results in the nodes having
different antenna orientation. The impact of antenna orientation on the
performance of the sensor network is significant [27].
The position of the sink node – a data aggregation point also plays a crucial
role in the performance of the network. Imbalanced traffic load causes some of
the nodes in the network to expend more energy, risking the network to become
unconnected and thus rendering it useless [28].
If the average number of hops between the source and the sink node is less,
the latency and the energy consumption is also relatively lesser compared to the
larger number of hops between source and the sink. In addition, if the number
of hops between the source and the sink is less, the collision rate is less which in
turn results in better packet delivery rate.

1.5.4

Software and Hardware Configuration

Application data rate, the amount of control messages generated by the
routing protocol at the network layer, collision avoidance technique employed
at the MAC layer greatly influences the performance of the network. Choosing
the routing protocol such as Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) that generates the
fairly large amount of control packets along with high application data rate
increases the contention in the network [29].
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Even when the transceivers of the sensor nodes in an IoT network are
configured exactly, in the same way, they may distort transmitted or received a
signal due to their internal noise [30][31]. The low power transmits signals are
more susceptible to interference and the multi-path distortion. In addition, the
remaining battery life is also known to affect the sensitivity of the transceivers
[32]. Furthermore, most of the IoT devices have an in-built antenna with
irregular radiation pattern. All these factors contribute to the degradation of the
communication quality.

1.6

Research Objectives

Uncertainty in the propagation medium is prominent because of the issues
discussed earlier. This uncertainty significantly reduces the communication
reliability. Reduction in the reliability also has other effects such as higher
energy consumption as nodes have to retransmit the packets.
To enhance the link reliability between pairs of IoT devices, boosting the
transmission range seems to be a natural choice [33]. However, increasing the
transmission power can increase the energy consumption. The majority of the
IoT devices such as mobile phones, sensor nodes such as MicaZ, TelosB all
operate with limited power supply. In addition, of all the hardware components
of sensor nodes, transceivers consume more energy [32].
Minimizing the transmission power level (Tx) and simultaneously
strengthening the communication link between a pair of nodes are conflicting
goals [34]. One of the solutions to this dispute is to employ Transmission Power
Control (TPC) algorithms that scale the Tx at run-time whenever the link quality
is below a certain predefined threshold level. The challenge, therefore, is to
design a TPC algorithm that meets following three crucial design goals
a) Minimal effect on other layers such as routing and MAC and is
platform independent
b) Minimal communication overhead
c) The capability of instantly and accurately predicting the variation in the
environmental condition and recommending an Optimum Transmission
Power (OptTx).
To devise a robust run-time TPC algorithm that fulfils the three design goals
pointed out earlier, following research objectives (RO) is addressed in this
thesis
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As the link quality is uncertain due to various factors, TPC algorithm
may be triggered often. The frequent scaling of Tx may increase the
interference or may even cause the existing communication link to
break. Therefore, it is necessary to study how run-time TPC affects the
performance of the multi-hop network. Hence, the research objectives
(RO) is to know
(RO1) How does a single node performing TPC to enhance its own link
quality affect the performance of the entire multi-hop network?
(RO2) How do TPC influence routing and MAC protocols?



Although TPC algorithms primarily deal with adjusting Tx at node-level
to achieve good reliability and energy efficiency, its impacts at the
network level must not be side-lined. At node-level, a transmitting node
employing Tx to reach the neighboring node may consume minimum
energy, however, hidden-node problem emanates at the network-level
causing interference and hence retransmission [35]. In addition, usage
of minimum Tx translates into a weaker signal strength and may cause
an unstable link at the node-level. Therefore, Tx that achieves good
performance at a node-local may not necessarily be good from the
whole network point-of-view. Hence, the research objectives (RO) that
need attention are as follows
(RO3) Investigate if there is a trade-off in terms of reliability and
energy consumption in adoption of LowTx and HighTx by the sensor
nodes.



Instantaneous prediction of the link quality between the sensor nodes
calls for the design of TPC that is proactive –the algorithm forecasts the
link quality degradation before it actually occurs and increases the Tx or
it finds that the existing link quality can be achieved even with lesser Tx
than the current and therefore it decreases Tx. Not all predictive
algorithms (e.g. machine learning) can be implemented in resource
constraint devices. Therefore, a thorough assessment of various nonmachine learning algorithms needs to be performed. To that extent, we
address the following RO in this thesis
(RO4) Which other non-machine learning algorithms can predict the
link variation?
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To estimate the link quality, the majority of the TPC algorithms use
network metrics such as Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) that
are sensitive to noise. A sensitive metrics results in the TPC algorithms
changing Tx often. This may create an unstable network. Employing
metrics such as Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) makes the TPC algorithm
more reactive. Therefore, in this thesis, we inquire the following
question
(RO5) Which another alternative metric can be used by the TPC
algorithms to change the Tx?



It is found that when the battery of the nodes depletes, nodes have more
problem decoding received packets than to transmit packets [32]. As a
result, the ACK message may not be sent by the receiving node to its
sender and this force the sender to retransmit the packets and hence
consuming more energy. The situation gets aggravated in proactive
routing protocol that sends a substantial amount of control messages to
maintain the route [36]. Knowing the battery state in advance can help
the neighboring nodes to avoid those nodes whose battery are depleting
faster and can avoid retransmitting the packets. In addition, individual
nodes can adjust the transmission power level (Tx) based on its current
battery level. Knowing the remaining energy can also be a potential
input to TPC algorithm for deciding the Tx to use. Therefore, in order to
prolong the lifetime of the network, it is crucial to forecast the energy
usage and save the energy per transmission. Therefore, we address the
following question in this thesis
(RO6) How accurately can machine-learning algorithms forecast the
battery level of the IoT device?

1.7

Experimental Configuration

1.7.1

IoT Device

To validate the claims and evaluate the TPC algorithms presented in this
thesis, TelosB motes was used as a hardware platform [11]. As these motes are
open source platform, it is a suitable device for research and experimentation of
low-power IoT network. It operates with 2AA batteries and offers reliable
communication capability with low power consumption. As Figure 1.5 depicts,
the mote is equipped with USB connectors, low-power MCU, IEEE complaint
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radio with antenna, inbuilt sensors such as humidity, temperature, luminosity. It
also offers the possibility of attaching additional sensors through the expansion
slots. USB programming features greatly helps in reprogramming the device.

Figure 1.5 TelosB Sensor mote and its corresponding block diagram

1.7.2

IoT Operating System

The TelosB motes for our experiments run Contiki 2.7 open source operating
system [37]. Contiki fully supports IPv6, IPv4, 6LoWPAN, RPL, and CoAP
standards. The development of programs is easy and fast because the
applications can be written in standard C programming language and therefore
making it portable programs. In addition to the vibrant developer community,
Table 1.1 provides other salient features that make it obvious choice compared
to Tiny OS for hassle free development of complex algorithms.
Table 1.1 Features comparison of Contiki OS with Tiny OS
OS

Modularity

Real-Time

Contiki
Tiny OS

Partial Support
No Support

Partial Support
No Support

MultiThreading
Partial Support
Partial Support

C Support
Full Support
No Support
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1.7 Experimental Configuration

Simulation Environment

For the rapid deployment and testing of a complex network, Cooja simulation
environment was used [38]. The striking feature of Cooja simulator is that the
network comprising TelosB can be emulated and the same code can be
uploaded to the motes without any changes.

1.7.4

Networking Protocol

Although conventional cellular network has high data rates, they have high
hardware and operational cost, smaller bandwidth, and higher energy
consumption. The vision of IoT network is to have thousands of nodes to
monitor a large area. This setting requires the node to be cheap, remain
operational for many hours, and allow rapid creation of mesh network. In
addition, these devices typically measure the environmental values such as
temperature, humidity that are only a few bytes in size and therefore does not
warrant the need for high data rates. Therefore, to represent realistic IoT
scenarios, IEEE 802.15.4 protocol was used as an underlying networking
protocol.
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard as shown in Figure 1.6 defines physical layer
(PHY) and Medium Access Control layer (MAC) of the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) model. The standard provides 27 radio channels in a
specific unlicensed 800, 900 and 2400 MHz bands. The fading of radio
frequency channel are moderated by the use of Direct-Sequence Spread
Spectrum (DSSS) [39].
PHY layer defines the power, frequency and wireless link condition with a
Phase-Shift-Key (PSK) transceiver capable of transmitting up to 256 kbps [39].
A typical TPC algorithm uses the values of PHY layer for adjusting the power
level.
MAC layer defines the format of data handling, access to the physical
channel. There are two channel access methods - Carrier Sequence Multiple
Access (CSMA) with Collision Avoidance (CA), and Time Domain Multiple
Access (TDMA) using synchronization beacons and Guaranteed Time Slots
(GTS).
The lower layer (Layer 1 and 2) of the 802.15.4 standard communicates with
the upper layer of the protocol stack through the Logical Link Control (LLC)
and Service Specific Convergence Sub-Layer (SSCS). The functionality of LLC
is defined in the IEEE 802.2 [39]. The SSCS adds a header or wraps the data in
a header and trailer that contain necessary information such as error control and
the priority information [40].
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Figure 1.6 802.15.4 protocol stack

1.7.5

Routing and MAC Protocols

The main objective of TPC algorithms is to adjust the transmit power level.
Therefore, it needs the information from two protocols –routing protocol for
link quality estimation between devices and the channel condition information
from the MAC protocols to elect optimum transmission power at run-time [35].
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Figure 1.7 Placement of TPC algorithm in 802.15.4 protocol stack

Depending on the placement of TPC layer and its interaction with other
protocols as shown in Figure 1.7, it might affect the performance of either
protocol. Therefore, it is crucial to design a TPC algorithm based on the
understanding of the inner working of routing and MAC protocols.
In this thesis, the proposed TPC algorithms are evaluated in the presence of
three types of routing protocols -IPv6 Routing protocol for Low-Power and
Lossy Networks (RPL), Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) and ContikiMesh and
MAC protocol known as ContikiMAC.

1.8

Contributions and Organization of the Thesis

The main objective of this thesis is to study and design a robust TPC
algorithm that enhances the reliability of the network with minimum energy
consumption. Objectives of each chapter is pictorially presented in Figure 1.8
Chapter 2 presents a generic TPC framework and provides a detailed
explanation of various TPC algorithms provided in the literature. It also
highlights the shortcomings of the techniques of adapting the transmission
power based on various parameters hardware and software metrics.
Chapter 3 shows the impact of one node performing TPC on the sizeable
static network and provides the answer to research objectives RO1 and RO2
presented in section 1.5. This chapter also presses the need of designing TPC
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algorithms based on the functioning of other layers such as application, routing,
and MAC. The simulation experiments show how one node’s decision to scale
its transmission power can affect the performance of both routing and MAC
layers of multiple other nodes in the network, generating cascading packet
retransmissions and forcing far too many nodes to consume more energy.
Chapter 4 studies the impact of fixed transmission power on the network and
provides the answer to the research objective RO3 presented in section 1.6. We
evaluate the performance of the network of various densities in terms of packet
loss, energy consumption and collision in two different scenarios – networkwide fixed minimum and maximum transmission power under fixed and
random application data rate. The general misconception is that the IoT network
employing maximum transmission power increases the chances of a collision
resulting in higher retransmission and energy utilization. In this chapter, we
show that maximum transmission power fairs well across all the metrics
compared to the minimum transmission power.
Chapter 5 A detailed analyses of four potential lightweight run-time
predictive algorithms for proactive TPC is evaluated in this chapter and
addresses the research objective R04. Experimentation shows that linear
regression algorithm has the worst prediction accuracy and exponential moving
averages, weighted moving averages significantly outperform the linear
regression. Discrete Kalman Filter has the highest accuracy. However, due to its
implementation complexity and complex configuration, simple weighted
moving averages seem to be the best algorithm for implementing the proactive
TPC.
Chapter 6 presents the unique contribution in the form of proposing a
proactive TPC algorithm known as Data-Aware TPC that is successful in
minimizing power consumption during the initialization phase and shows that
by utilizing priority of data as a sole metric for power adaptation improves
reliability and decreases the energy consumption. This chapter highlights the
merits of DA-TPC over the reactive TPC design and addresses the research
objectives RO5 and highlighted in section 1.6.
Chapter 7 provides the information on the importance of the battery level
prediction in order to achieve a connected network and tackles the research
objectives RO6 mentioned in section 1.6. This chapter evaluates the prediction
accuracy of determining battery depletion rate of various machine-learning
algorithms. The experimentation shows that the nature of the network metric
values does not allow for an early and accurate prediction of the stationary
node's current voltage level and it further stresses the need for employing
efficient TPC algorithms.
Chapter 8 draws the conclusion and discusses future research direction and
problems.
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Figure 1.8 Research objectives addressed in each chapter

Chapter 2 TPC Framework:
Background and Insights

Limited energy and interference are the two unique problems affecting the
performance of a wireless network. The uncertainty in the channel condition
significantly reduces the communication reliability. Fall in the reliability also
has other adverse effects such as reduction in the lifetime of the node as packets
may have to be retransmitted. Drastic variations of link quality in indoor and
outdoor IoT deployments has for long motivated the need for Transmission
Power Control (TPC) techniques. A TPC algorithm or framework that adjusts
the transmission power to ensure good communication link quality with
minimum energy expenditure can be achieved only when it fulfils the three
essential design goals outlined in chapter 1. Thus, a thorough understanding of
the TPC presented in the literature is needed, which is the purpose of this
chapter.
The remainder of this chapter is as follows. In section 2.1, a general
framework of TPC that consists of three main components is discussed.
Taxonomy of various metrics utilized for estimating the link quality between a
pair of wireless devices is presented in section 2.2. Section 2.3 discusses diverse
algorithms that process the metric values and recommends the transceiver to
adjust the transmission power (Tx) at run-time. Section 2.4 outlines the general
drawbacks of the TPC frameworks. Lastly, section 2.5 presents the conclusions.

2.1

General Framework of TPC

The three fundamental components that are necessary for adjusting Tx are
shown in Figure 2.1[16]. From the top, the framework consists of a component
that monitors the link quality metrics for a certain time between a pair of
wireless devices. Monitoring a link can be classified as active, passive or hybrid
link monitoring [16]. In active monitoring, additional probe packets other than
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the normal data are transmitted at a certain rate to deduce link trait [41]. In the
passive case, on-going data communication between wireless devices is used to
infer the link quality without additional communication overhead [42].
However, a node listens to the packets, even if they are not addressed to them.
As the node overhears, the transceiver is in the listen state consume more
energy [43]. Lastly, in hybrid monitoring, as the name suggest, both aspects of
previous two strategies are combined to obtain up-to-date link analysis [44].
The second component from the top is responsible for retrieving the link
quality metrics either from the sent packets or from the received packets.
Hence, depending on where the metric is retrieved, one can have a source-side
or a receiver-side TPC algorithm.
The last component of the framework evaluates the metrics and recommends
the Tx adjustment needed to obtain node-level reliability. The evaluation
algorithm can be a simple moving average that computes the metric for a certain
time window or a complex machine learning algorithms such as neural network
[45][46].

Figure 2.1 TPC Framework[1]

2.2

Classification of Link Quality Metrics

Figure 2.2 shows some of the main link quality metrics. There are two broad
categories of link quality metrics – hardware and software.
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Figure 2.2 Various link quality metrics from various OSI layers

2.2.1

Hardware Based Metrics

Metrics such as Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), Link Quality
Indicator (LQI), and Signal-to-Noise (SNR) can be obtained directly from the
transceiver of the sensor nodes and are retrieved from the physical layer - hence
they are categorized as hardware based link quality metrics. Hardware based
metrics are embedded in the incoming data packet and hence they can be easily
extracted.
According to the 802.15.4 standard, the physical layer must provide two
metrics –RSSI and Link Quality Indicator (LQI) for all the received packets
[47]. RSSI measures the strength of the received packet over eight symbols. It is
measured in dBm and ranges from -100 dBm to 0 dBm [48].
Similarly, LQI measures the chip error rate over the 8-bit period after the start
of frame delimiter (SFD). LQI values are between 110 and 50. An LQI value
represents the average symbol correlation value over the packet’s first 8
symbols [48]. The packet format of LQI and RSSI is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Lastly, SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) is computed as the difference in decibel
between the received signal and the background noise level. The possibility of
data corruption and packet retransmission is higher if the received signal is
closer to the noise level [16].

Figure 2.3 Packet format of LQI and RSSI [9][10]

2.2.2

Software Based Metrics

Software based metrics require additional computation to be derived. For
example, the metric Required Number of Packet Transmission (RNP) must
count the number of transmitted and retransmitted packets during a specific
time interval t divided by the number of successfully received packet minus one
[42]. It is a sender-side metric and assumes a node will repeat the transmission
of a packet until it is correctly received [16].
Similarly, Packet Reception Rate (PRR), also known as Packet Delivery
Ratio (PDR) is a sender-side metrics computed as the total number of packets
successfully received divided by the total number of packets sent [49]. The
value of PRR varies between zero and one. Some of the other variants of PRR
are Packet Acknowledgement Rate (PARR) and Packet Error Rate (PER). The
latter is calculated as 1- PRR and the former is calculated as the ratio of a
number of acknowledged packets to the total number of transmitted packets in a
specific time window [50][16].
Finally, the Expected Transmission Count (ETX) is a receiver-side metric
computed as the inverse of the product of the Acknowledgement Reception
Ratio (ARR) and the PRR [16][51]. The value of ETX varies between one and
infinity. Some of the ETX variants are mETX (Modified ETX) [52]. ETX does
not perform well under short-term channel variations. This is because it
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employs mean loss ratio for making a routing decision. To address this mETX
is proposed[53].

2.3

Classification of TPC Algorithms

As shown in Figure 2.4, we broadly classify the algorithms that evaluate
the link quality metrics into non-machine learning and machine learning
approaches.

Figure 2.4 Various approaches to evaluate the link quality metrics

2.3.1

Non-Machine Learning Approaches

As depicted in Figure 2.4, this approach broadly employs window and nonwindow based techniques. The concept of the window-based technique is
explained in equation 2.1 and 2.2 Software based Link Quality Metrics (LQM)
such as PRR is collected and is averaged over a specific time window w. If the
averaged Link Quality (LQ) value is below or above a predefined threshold θ,
the transmission power is scaled up or down respectively.
w

Link Quality ( LQ) 



i 1

LQM
w

LQ   
 TPC  TPC  1
LQ   

(2.1)

(2.2)

As the packets are averaged over a period, the window-based approach is
reactive to the change in the link quality. Few window based TPC algorithms
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correlate PRR with RSSI, LQI, or SNR. Table 2.1 presents some of the window
based TPC algorithms.
Table 2.1 Non-machine learning TPC algorithms that employ software based
metrics and window based techniques
Group 1: Window based TPC
S oftware
Based Metrics

PRR

Non-machine learning TPC algorithms

Correlation

1. Adaptive and Robust Topology Control (ART) [33]
2. Transmission Power Control with Black listing
(PCBL) [54]
3. Practical TPC (P-TPC) [55]
4. Kalman Filter based Link Quality Estimation [56]

None
None
None
SNR

In the non-window based technique, historical values of the metrics are not
stored to calculate the link quality, instead, the link quality is calculated
instantaneously based on the previous value of the metric, and desired
transmission power level is chosen that adheres to the predefined threshold level
for every future transmission of the data packet. This is explained in the
equation 2.3 and 2.4 Table 2.2 presents some of the non-window based TPC
algorithms and the metrics utilized by them.

Link Quality (LQ) = RSSI pkt 1

(2.3)

RSSI pkt 1   

 TPC  TPC  1
RSSI pkt 1   


(2.4)

Table 2.2 Non-machine learning TPC algorithms that employ hardware based
metrics and non-window based technique

Hardware Based
Metrics
RSSI

Group 2: Non-window based TPC
Non-machine learning algorithms
1. On demand Dynamic TPC (ODTPC) [57]
2. Adaptive On demand Dynamic TPC (AODTPC) [58]
3. TPC based on Binary Search (TPC-BS) [59]
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Machine Learning Approaches

TPC algorithms that utilize learning algorithms to evaluate link quality
metrics are more predictive than their counterparts are. Figure 2.4 shows that
the machine learning algorithms are classified into three groups- supervised,
semi-supervised and unsupervised.
Supervised learning algorithms analyze the externally labelled data and
construct an inference function that can be used to classify future data samples.
The supervised learning scheme has two phases- training and classification. In
the training phase, the supervised learner is trained by providing the labelled
data set. In the classification phase, the learning algorithm is given the data
without the label and the algorithm must be able to classify the data.
Semi-supervised learning algorithms are similar to supervised learner
programs. However, during the training phase, they are provided with a small
amount of labelled data. One of the motivations behind using a semi-supervised
learner is intrinsically linked to the improvements in the performance of a
computation model. It also reduces the process of manual labelling of data sets
[60].
Unlike its counterparts, an unsupervised learning algorithm, without any
externally labelled data classifies the data input. Hence, it does not have a
training phase. These algorithms expect the observed data to have some
analytical forms. As link quality metrics such as RSSI, LQI vary abruptly, they
are not a valid input to the unsupervised learner and hence they are not
frequently used to evaluate the link quality and recommend changes in the Tx
level. Table 2.3 provides a partial list of various TPC algorithms that employ
machine-learning algorithms.
Machine learning can also be classified as offline or online learning. In the
former process, the entire data is processed at once before generating the
predictor (e.g. algorithms 1, 3, 5 of Table 2.2). In the latter process, a predictor
is generated as and when new data arrives sequentially (e.g. algorithms 2, 4, 6
of Table 2.2)
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Table 2.3 TPC algorithms that employ various machine-learning algorithms

TPC Algorithms
1. Predicting link
quality using
supervised
learning in WSN
[61]
2. Online
supervised
learning of Link
quality estimates
in wireless
network [62]
3. Bio-inspired
link quality
estimation for
wireless mesh
networks [45]
4. Foresee (4C):
Wireless Link
Prediction using
Link Features
[63]
5. Link Quality
Assessment
M odel for WSN
[64]
6.Reinforcement
learning in power
control games for
internetwork
interference
mitigation in
Wireless Body
Area Networks
[65]

2.4

Learning
Algorithms
Decision Tree

Learning
Type
Supervised

Metric

Metric Type

Correlation

LQI

Hardware
based

None

Locally
Weighted
Projection
Regression

Supervised

PRR

Hardware
and Software
based

RSSI, SNR

Neural
Network

Supervised

ETX

Software
Based

None

Logistic
Regression,
Neural
Network

Supervised

PRR

Hardware,
Software
Based

RSSI, LQI
and SNR

Support
Vector
M achine

Supervised

PRR

Hardware,
Software
Based

RSSI

Reinforcement
learning

Semisupervised

SNR

Hardware
Based

None

Limitations of TPC Algorithms

In this section, we first present the drawbacks of various link quality metrics
and then highlight the limitations of various algorithms presented in Figure 2.4.
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Drawbacks of Hardware based Link Quality Metrics

RSSI measurement is extensively used in numerous sensor network protocols
such link estimation [66][67], TPC [57][68] and distance estimation [69][70].
Many of these protocols use the raw RSSI measurement that the radio provides
which has an accuracy of ±6 dBm [71]. ±6 dBm is a wide error margin and it is
shown that with a small variation (2 to 3 dBm) in RSSI, the Packet Reception
Rate (PRR) can decrease from 100% to 0% [72]. It is shown that sensor nodes
with 802.15.4 compliant radios such as CC2420 [73] and Atmel AT86RF230
[74] introduce systematic errors in their RSSI measurements [72]. In addition,
the existence of non-linearity between the transmit power and the corresponding
RSSI values and its profound impact on the network is presented in [72].
Furthermore, the fluctuation in RSSI is prominent, causing the TPC algorithms
to change the Tx level [75]. This change in the power level increases the
interference and, in turn, can reduce the reliability of the network.
The LQI (Link Quality Indicator) metric represents the average symbol
correlation value over the packet’s first eight symbols. Similar to RSSI,
experiments show that LQI is not a good indicator for estimating the
intermediate quality links due high variance [33]. LQI must be averaged over
many samples before it can really estimate the link quality [16].
To compute SNR, one must calculate the difference between the signal RSSI
(RSSI corresponding to the ambient channel noise) and noise RSSI (RSSI
corresponding to the received packets) [72]. Therefore, the computation of SNR
indicates that the transceiver must be kept in listen mode for prolonged periods
of time. Popular transceivers such as CC2420 consume more energy in the
listen-mode than in transmitting mode [73]. A widely used operating system for
IoT such as Contiki uses ContikiMAC as the MAC protocol that keeps the
transceiver in sleep mode 99% of the time [37][76]. This calls for the
reconfiguration of the MAC protocol that may result in undesired results. In
addition, calculation of SNR is problematic when there are sensor nodes that
transmit packets simultaneously.
Because of the shortcomings of hardware based metrics, single metrics do not
provide the much needed insights into the quality of the link. Therefore, the
mapping between RSSI and PRR, LQI and PRR and SNR and PRR is
performed. However, the correlation between them is still much of a debate in
the sensor network community. For example, it is shown that correlation
between RSSI and PRR, LQI and PRR and SNR and PRR is not accurate
[16][33], while in other research work it is shown that both RSSI and LQI can
accurately predict the PRR [68]. Similarly, the relationship between PRR and
SNR are found to be noisy and unpredictable [72].
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Drawbacks of Software based Link Quality Metrics

As PRR is an unbiased metric, to evaluate the accuracy of hardware based
estimators, it is widely used in routing protocols [77][78]. However, the link
reliability depends on the number of PRR values evaluated. It is experimentally
shown that for links with very high PRR or low PRR, the accuracy of estimating
link quality can be achieved within a shorter time. However, the links with
medium PRR value require larger time window to estimate the link quality [79].
PRR-based metrics assumes that the current link quality remains the same as the
last estimation. This assumption of stable link quality is incorrect due to
frequent variations of wireless links [80].
To overcome the disadvantage of minimum hop count, the ETX metric was
proposed. Although ETX is a comparatively better metric for estimating the link
quality, it is not immune to common problems prevailing in sensor networks.
For instance, ETX and its variants (mETX) show poor performance under high
traffic load [81][16][82].
PRR is a receiver-side link estimator and RNP is a sender-side estimator. This
shows that when the quality of the link is poor, packets cannot be received and
hence PRR cannot be computed. However, RNP can be computed even if the
packets do not arrive at the destination. Therefore, RNP can underestimate the
quality of the link as packets are retransmitted many times before being
successfully received. Counting based metrics such as RNP or PRR cannot
adapt to changes in the wireless channel fast enough [83][16].

2.4.3

Drawbacks of TPC Algorithms

Based on the working of various TPC algorithms proposed in the literature
(refer to Table 2.1-2.3) and the metrics they employ, Figure 2.5 highlights the
three main classes of drawbacks present in them. Each main demerits is
explained in respective sections with corresponding numbers.

Data Issues
1. As we discussed in sub-sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, hardware based metricsRSSI, LQI varies a lot. Frequent and abrupt fluctuations in their values create
many outliers in the data points. Providing learning algorithms with sharp
variations can give a less accurate prediction on the link quality [84].
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Figure 2.5 Drawbacks of TPC algorithms

2. Although hardware link quality metrics provide quick updates on the link
quality, PRR is a more appropriate and direct metric that can determine the
reliability of the connection. Therefore, many of the TPC algorithms correlate
the hardware metrics with PRR. However, this correlation is a subject of debate
in the research community and the interpretation of it has always been
equivocal. For example, it is shown that RSSI has good correlation with PRR in
some indoor and outdoor locations [67][68]. While other research indicates
quite opposite results [33][54].

Design Issues
1. To investigate the temporal changes in the link quality, many TPC
algorithms listed in Table 2.1 and 2.2 have a long initialization phase (init
phase). For example, PCBL, ATPC algorithms transmit a large number of probe
packets at different Tx levels. When the network is dense and has a requirement
of becoming operational with smaller up-time duration, the init phase is often an
overhead that consumes additional energy.
2. The TPC algorithms presented in the Table 2.1-2.2 are reactive in their
decision-making. Only after the link quality falls below a certain threshold level
for a certain time window w, the algorithm tries to enhance the link quality and
it does not predict the future link quality level.
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3. In order to predict the link quality level, machine learning algorithms (refer
Table 2.3) are employed. However, this requires that algorithms be trained
before they are deployed. Hence, they have a long init phase. In addition, not all
learning algorithms can be deployed in these devices due to hardware
constraints of many IoT devices such as TelosB, MicaZ etc. The computational
cost of various learning algorithms is provided in [85]. The conventional
approach to supervised learning is to first obtain a lot of random samples of
training data and then to label it before any learning commences. To minimize
the cost of labelling, online learning is used. However, to obtain superior results
from the online learning, they must employ the concept drift mechanism. The
absence of this results in inferior prediction accuracy [86] In addition, as online
learning makes a real-time decision as and when the data arrives, it may
introduce frequent fluctuation of transmission power level. The drawback of
this in the network will be discussed shortly (see Evaluation issues).
4. The rate of application data (e.g. temperature) generated and the amount
of link quality metric value required to estimate the link quality also needs to be
considered when designing the TPC algorithm. Imagine a source node
transmitting the application data every 5 seconds and TPC algorithm running in
the receiver node requires 10 PRR values to decide if the link quality is good or
bad. This indicates that receiver node recommends the source node to change
the Tx level only after 50 seconds though the link quality has degraded long
back. Experimenting to find a balance between the application data rate and the
number of LQM values required to successfully understand the link variation is
important for early detection of link failure. However, different data rate and the
number of LQM needed to correctly evaluate the link are not tested in many
TPC algorithms mentioned in the literature.

Evaluation Issues
1. The majority of the TPC algorithms mentioned in Table 2.1-2.3 are tested
in a single hop network. The TPC algorithms running in the nodes are tested in
a round-robin fashion where only one node transmits a certain amount of
packets at a certain power level. While rest of the nodes are listening and they
recommend an appropriate power level as and when the link quality varies. A
large IoT network does not operate in a round-robin fashion. A real-world
network rather has many multiple source nodes transmitting the data
simultaneously, possibly along with several hops. When this is the case, the
instability in the input data (link quality metrics) further increases. The
robustness of the TPC algorithm must be evaluated in a high traffic condition.
Failure to do so provides a partial view of its performance.
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2. The drawback of TPC algorithms (Table 2.1 and Table 2.2) that has long
initialization phase is outlined in sub section “design issues.” To overcome this
disadvantage, per-packet based TPC algorithms are proposed (Table 2.2 and
algorithms 2 and 6 of Table 2.3). However, the analysis is not presented in the
literature that shows the impact of frequent adaptation of transmission power
level on the communication reliability of the neighboring nodes. Although TPC
is used to strengthen the communication link between a pair of nodes (local
level), the effect of it must be evaluated at the network level (global level) as
well.
3. The performance of TPC should not be evaluated in isolation. The effect of
frequent Tx scaling on the MAC and routing protocols also must be tested. As
the Tx level is raised, the MAC protocol detects the collision and defers the
communication causing higher latency and retransmission leading to an uptick
in energy consumption. Similarly, the wrong usage of power level may force
the routing protocol to select the inefficient path–longest path, high interference
path etc. In the literature, the impact of TPC algorithms on other layers is not
addressed.
4. Smaller transmission power directly results in shorter transmission range.
This translates to the comparatively larger number of hops the packet has to
make before it reaches its destination. This increases the latency in the larger
network. In addition, a smaller number of hops will give rise to hidden node
terminal and may cause more contention in the network than higher
transmission power. Comparative analysis of selecting lower transmission
power and thereby increasing the number of hops versus selecting higher
transmission power and reducing the hops is not performed in TPC algorithms
mentioned in the Tables 2.1-2.3. This study is needed to estimate the benefits of
dynamic TPC over static TPC.

2.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, we provided the description of generic TPC framework.
Details regarding classification of link quality metrics, their explanations, and
drawbacks were outlined. Brief working of potential algorithms (machine
learning and non-machine learning) from the literature that evaluates the LQM
are presented along with their drawbacks. In the coming chapters, we address
the research objectives presented in chapter 1. Future chapters also show how
three main issues related to the data, design and evaluation methodology when
not addressed properly could influence the reliability of the network.

Chapter 3
Networks

Impact of TPC in Multi-Hop

Many Transmission Power Control (TPC) algorithms have been proposed in
the past, yet the conditions under which they are evaluated do not always reflect
typical Internet-of-Things (IoT) scenarios. IoT networks consist of several
source nodes transmitting data simultaneously, possibly along multiple hops.
Link failures are highly frequent causing the TPC algorithm to kick-in quite
often.
Frequent fluctuation of the transmission power (Tx) in a dense network
consisting of multiple source nodes increases the degree of interference
resulting in a collision and ultimately impacts the latency and PDR. Most of the
TPC algorithms are not tested in a multi-hop scenario. The situation of collision
is magnified when the underlying routing protocols such as Collection Tree
Protocol (CTP) [36] periodically transmit control messages to keep the network
connected. Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols such as ContikiMAC [76]
are designed to retransmit the packets (control packets from routing protocol
and data packets such as temperature or humidity from the application layer)
until they receive the ACK from the receiving nodes. Needless to say,
retransmission obviously increases the energy consumption.
To this end, in this chapter, we address the following research objectives
mentioned in chapter 1
(RO1) How does a single node performing TPC to enhance its own link quality
affect the performance of the entire multi-hop network?
(RO2) How do TPC influence routing and MAC protocols?
To tackle these research objectives, experiments were carried out in a popular
simulation environment known as COOJA [38] and we extensively study and
examine the impact of one node performing TPC frequently for a short period
of time on a relatively dense and sizeable static network consisting of 10 nodes.
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The performance of the network is analysed in terms of Packet Delivery Ratio
(PDR), Latency, Energy Consumption at two different levels of the network
namely global-level and at the node-level. The nodes use MAC protocol known
as ContikiMAC and two different routing protocols – ContikiMesh and CTP
separately.
The experiments show how one node’s decision to scale its transmission
power can affect the performance of both routing and the MAC layers of
multiple other nodes in the network, generating cascading packet
retransmissions and forcing far too many nodes to consume more energy. We
find that crucial objectives of TPC such as conserving energy and increasing the
network reliability are severely undermined in multi-hop networks.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.1, we
highlight the shortcomings of the analysis under which popular TPC algorithms
are evaluated. Section 3.2 briefly describes two different routing protocols –
ContikiMesh, CTP, and ContikiMAC. Section 3.3 provides the information
about simulation parameters and the experimental setup. Section 3.4 discusses
and summarizes the results. Conclusions are provided in section 3.6.

3.1

Related Work

In this section, we explain how TPC can impact the normal operation of
MAC and routing layers. We highlight the drawbacks of some of the known
TPC algorithms provided in Table 3.2

3.1.1

General Limitations

Several TPC algorithms shown in Table 3.2 have been proposed in the
literature. However, the majority of them are tested in a single-hop network.
Furthermore, these algorithms running in nodes are tested in a round-robin
fashion where only one node transmits a certain amount of packets at a certain
transmission power level (Tx) and the rest of the nodes are listening. Finally, the
inference is drawn on per link basis.
A realistic IoT network does not operate in a round-robin fashion, low
contention environment. A real-world network rather has many multiple source
nodes transmitting data simultaneously possibly along with several hops.
Imagine an IoT network deployed in a vineyard that monitors humidity,
temperature and transmits the data along a multi-hop to the aggregation unit
[87]. Large geographical areas leave the resource constraint nodes no choice but
to multi-hop its data even with its maximum transmission range (e.g.: CC2420
has a maximum of 50m transmission range). Thus, avoiding routing protocol is
not possible.
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When there is a dense network, without a MAC protocol performing
CSMA/CA, there is going to be a lot of packet drops due to the collision. It is
already a known fact that a node in the listening or idle state still consumes
more energy than in transmit mode [88]. Therefore, a MAC protocol with the
integrated sleep/wakeup capability reduces the listening/idle time of the node.
To have a large distributed and yet efficient IoT network, one has to reap the
benefits provided by the routing and MAC layers. On the contrary, the
induction of TPC in a dense multi-hop network can flip the merits of a MAC
and route layer into demerits. As TPC resides between the routing and MAC
layer, it’s impact on other layers or other layers impact on the performance of
TPC has to be thoroughly examined in a realistic scenario (multi-hop network
with multiple source nodes) [35]. Therefore, the performance of TPC
algorithms cannot be evaluated in isolation.

3.1.2

Implications of TPC on MAC Layer

MAC protocols help a pair of nodes to synchronize their communication.
This aids the transmitting node to transmit data at the time interval when its
recipient is in the listen mode. The transmitting node transmits to its recipient
based on the communication pattern of its neighbor. Under fixed Tx, the MAC’s
communication sync strategy works well in avoiding a collision and mitigates
the hidden terminal problem but is known to aggravate the exposed terminal
issue [11]. In a dynamic environment as the link quality between any pair of
nodes falls, a boost in Tx is triggered by TPC algorithm running in either of the
nodes to compensate the error. This raise in Tx disrupts the communication sync
of another neighboring pair of nodes. As a result, other nodes in the vicinity
may retransmit with high Tx several times than it normally does before it is
successfully received by its recipient. This may further increase the contention.
Hence, the network exhibits a vicious behavior and one can see degradation in
the overall performance, as discussed in [11]. Therefore, the design of TPC
algorithms must take the functioning of MAC protocols into account. An
overview of how a generic TPC algorithm may turn the good feature of MAC
protocol – ContkiMAC against the network is presented in section 3.3.

3.1.3

Implications of TPC on Routing Layer

Normally, the user of the IoT network determines the reliability and the
reduction in the energy cost to be achieved. Typical TPC translates this to
optimum Tx level by correlating RSSI and/or LQI, SNR to the PDR.
Unfortunately, these correlations do not yield good results due to the sensitivity
of RSSI and LQI [33]. This kind of translation without taking the topology of
the network into consideration might result in the node not converging to
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appropriate Tx level. A wrong usage of the power level would force the routing
protocol to choose the inefficient path – longest path, less energy efficient path
[89], high interference path [90] or high Expected Transmission Path (ETX)
[91].
Many of the routing protocols generate control messages for the maintenance
or fault tolerance purposes. For example, the performance of various routing
protocol such as RPL, AODV, CTP and DSR in terms of PDR, latency, the
number of control messages, power consumption and fault tolerance in the fire
emergency scenario is discussed in [92]. The performance of the fire emergency
scenario is evaluated for a static network and fixed transmission power. Table
3.1 provides the partial results of that test case.
Similarly, the performance of routing protocols such as Optimized Link State
Routing (OLSR) and Dynamic Manet On-Demand (DYMO) in realistic urban
test-case is discussed [93]. The introduction of TPC in both the test-cases can
increase the contention and may raise the value of the metrics (latency, control
messages, battery consumption) and this is not desired.
Table 3.1 Performance metrics of various routing protocol derived from [11]
Metrics
Delivery Ratio (%)
Average Latency (secs)
No. of Control messages
Power consumption (% battery
remaining)
Fault Tolerance (secs)

CTP
96.98
12.21
1508
58.09

AODV
100
9.30
3163
53.32

199

78

A node that scales down the power may cause its already established link to
break. Scaling up the power by the node may cause the same problem but in the
neighbouring nodes due to contention. Depending on how adaptive the routing
protocols are, this link breakage will be identified. To repair the link, routing
algorithms will spit out extra control messages causing higher contention and
energy consumption. An overview of how a generic TPC algorithm may turn
the good feature of routing protocols – ContkiMesh and CTP against the
network is presented in section 3.2

3.1.4

Limitations of Popular TPC

Keeping the implications of TPC on other layers (routing and MAC), Table
3.2 presents the shortcomings of TPC proposed in the literature.
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Table 3.2 Design choice considered in various TPC algorithms

*Convergence (Conv), Aggregation (Aggr) and Point-to-Point(P2P)
TPC
Algorithm

MAC
Protocol

Routing
Protocol

ART [33]

TinyOS
Default
CSM A/
CA

CTP

DTPC
[29]

B-M AC

M int
Route

RPAR
[94]

B-M AC

RPAR

M PC [95]

TinyOS
Default
CSM A/
CA

no

ATPC
[68]

TinyOS
Default
CSM A/
CA

P-TPC
[55]

TinyOS
Default
CSM A/
CA

ODTPC
[57]

B-M AC

No
informat
ion

No

AODV

Multihop
Network

Multiple
nodes
Transmitting

Data
Rate

Node
Deployment

Traffic
Pattern

yes

yes

200
packets
in 30
mins

Conv

yes

no

1
packet
per 2
secs

yes

1
packet
every
300 ms

10 nodes
placed
randomly.
M ultiple
source
nodes and 1
sink
22 nodes
placed
uniformly.
M any
source
nodes and 1
sink
130 nodes
placed
randomly.
M ultiple
source
nodes and 1
sink
6nodes
placed
randomly.
M ultiple
source
nodes and 1
sink
43 nodes
placed
randomly.
M ultiple
source
nodes and 1
sink
24 nodes
placed
randomly.
Single
source
nodes
7 nodes
placed
randomly. 1
source node

yes

no

yes

1
packet
every 3
secs

yes

No

15
packets
per secs

no

no

20
packets
per
mins

yes

no

1
packet
every 5
secs

Conv
and
Aggr

Aggr

Conv

Conv

P2P

Aggr
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From Table 3.2, one can notice that only 3 (ART, RPAR, and MPC) out of 7
TPC algorithms were tested in a multi-hop network with multiple source nodes
sending data simultaneously. However, MPC and ART are tested in a network
with convergence traffic. This means that the source nodes are within the
transmission range of the sink forming a kind of simple star topology. A real
world network would normally have a sink that is beyond the transmission
range of the majority of nodes thereby forcing the traffic to be aggregated at a
certain point –sink.
Furthermore, a TPC in a network with aggregated network traffic has no
noticeable performance improvements over fixed transmission power scheme as
shown in [29]. Therefore, it is necessary to study extensively the effect of
generic TPC model in a multi-hop network with different routing protocols and
aggregated network traffic.

3.2

Background

In this section, we briefly explain the inner working of two routing protocols
namely ContikiMesh and CTP and a MAC protocol, ContikiMAC.

3.2.1

Generic Transmission Power Control Model

The decision to scale the power either way by TPC algorithms is obtained by
the link quality metrics such as Link Quality Indicator (LQI) and Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). These metrics are provided by the transceivers
such as CC2420 of TelosB motes. RSSI is available in all the incoming packets
and can be easily extracted. A typical approach to transmission power scaling
by TPC algorithms is as follows. The receiving node calculates the RSSI from
the incoming packets of the source node and then analyses if it is within the
thresholds. This threshold value depends on a specific TPC algorithm. For
example, MPC TPC sets RSSI threshold level to -55dBm [95]. As RSSI value
can be correlated to the transmission power, a fall below the lower bound or
above the higher bound of threshold immediately triggers the receiving node
(Rn ) in sending back an ACK packet to the source node (S n ). This ACK packet
contains the recommended transmit power (Tx) for that specific S n node that it
must use for transmitting future data packets. This technique as seen in
AODTPC [58] ensures that the fading link quality is quickly rectified by raising
or lowering the transmit power to compensate the variation.
Other generic methods, found in P-TPC [55] and ART [33], calculate the
PDR or the number of failed transmissions (determined by not receiving ACK
for the packet sent) for a given window w. If either one falls below or above a
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respective threshold, appropriate Tx level is selected for the future transmission
of packets.
Although the metrics such as LQI and RSSI are inexpensive, they are
sensitive to environmental disturbances and the probability of them deviating
from the predefined threshold level remains high [96]. This causes the node to
change the Tx quite often and might fail to converge sooner to an appropriate
power level. In addition, the Rn must inform the S n of its RSSI or LQI quality.
This backward ACK communication consumes additional energy.
Algorithms such as P-TPC and ART, on the other hand, do not rely on
sensitive RSSI, LQI metrics. However, this makes them less responsive than
their counterparts, forcing them to retain a higher or lower power level longer
than needed.
Both of these generic approaches do not take into account the interference
they might produce by the frequent fluctuation of the Tx in a dense network
consisting of multiple source nodes. Interference results in collisions and
ultimately impacts the latency and PDR. The situation of collisions is magnified
when the underlying routing protocols, e.g. Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [36]
are designed to periodically transmit control messages to keep the network
connected. Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols such as ContikiMAC [76]
are designed to retransmit the packets (control packets from routing protocol,
data packets such as temperature or humidity from the application layer) until
they receive the ACK from the receiving nodes, thus, increasing the energy
consumption.

3.2.2

MAC Layer Protocol: ContikiMAC

The reason for not changing the MAC protocol in the experiments as we do
with routing protocols is because ContikiMAC is known to outperform its
popular predecessors such as B-MAC and variants of X-MAC (X-MAC-C, XMAC-CP, and X-MAC-P) in terms of latency, retransmission, energy
consumption and PDR [97]. The main features of this protocol are as follows
[76]:




It is an asynchronous sender initiated radio duty cycle protocol.
Asynchronous meaning there is no common wake-up schedule
established between a pair of nodes before the communication between
them starts.
Nodes running ContikiMAC continuously send the entire data frame
until ACK is received from the recipient. This is unlike X-MAC where
strobes are used by the sender and only after receiving corresponding
strobe-ACK, the sender transmits the entire data frame.
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ContikiMAC does not have a fixed wake-up and sleep schedule.
Instead, it has an adaptive scheme where the node performs two
successive Clear Channel Assessments (CCA) to determine if there is
an incoming data based on the RSSI. If the CCA finds the channel is
clear, the nodes go to sleep. Else, the concerned node stays awake and
executes a fast sleep optimization method. This method determines if
the RSSI is due to noise or because of incoming data. If former is the
case the node goes to sleep.
When the node incorporates TPC, the second feature of ContikiMAC can
cause turbulence in the network. Imagine, a node continuously transmitting data
for which it does not receive any ACK from the concerned receiver node (for
e.g. due to channel busy on its side). A TPC based on the generic model will
increase its Tx level causing contention in its vicinity. As neighboring nodes
find that the channel is busy, they might defer their communication. This
increases the latency. As the retransmission increases the channel utilization,
the third feature of the ContikiMAC keeps the node in the wake-up mode for a
slightly higher period at the expense of more energy consumption.

3.2.3

Routing Layer Protocol: ContikiMesh and CTP

For this experiment, we have chosen two routing protocols-ContikiMesh and
CTP. The objective is to test the impact of real-time TPC on two variants of
routing protocols - dynamic (CTP) and less dynamic (ContikiMesh) in terms
finding and repairing broken links. ContikiMesh and CTP are known to
generate least and highest amount of control packets respectively. Hence, both
these protocols provide the opportunity to study the impact of TPC on the whole
network under varying routing overheads. Furthermore, CTP is a widely used
protocol for a static stationary network [98][8]. ContikiMesh, on the other hand,
is used in a multi-hop network deployed in an open environment with little or
no interference and traffic movement [14].
ContikiMesh is a lightweight protocol provided by the ContikiOS. Following
are the important features of ContikiMesh [99]




It uses two modules namely route-discovery and multi-hop to find the
potential neighbours and multi-hops the data to specified receiver
residing somewhere in the network.
Once the route-discovery phase is completed there is no periodic
transmission of control messages.
It does not use any link quality estimation technique to cope with the
dynamic environment.
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CTP is a distance vector protocol that is capable of computing any-cast routes
to a single or small group of sink in a network. The three most important
features of CTP are as follows [36]


Wireless links are unstable and exhibit bursty behaviour over the short
time period. This suggests that the accuracy of link quality estimation
can be high if it is agile. For this purpose, it uses information from the
three layers namely physical, data link and network layers.
 It incorporates data-path validation scheme that reliably detects the path
from the source to destination. The main task of this scheme is to avoid
looping condition causing network congestion. For this, CTP uses probe
packets to quickly detect the problem when the packets do not make
progress towards the destination.
 Typical routing protocols transmit control messages at a fixed time
interval. CTP, however, uses adaptive beaconing mechanism. When the
topology is inconsistent, CTP transmits the control message faster and
decreases it significantly when the network is stable.
Because of the third feature of CTP, TPC can cause more retransmission.
Based on the default functioning of ContikiMesh and CTP in ContikiOS 2.7, we
classify them as adaptive and non-adaptive protocols respectively. The
adaptiveness of the protocols is tested in a scenario described in
Figure 3.1.
In
Figure 3.1 (a) and (b), node n 1 is the source node; n 2 and n 3 are the relay
nodes. n 4 is the sink node. n 1 would either select n 2 or n 3 as a relay node to
transmit its data to the sink. For explanation purpose, let us assume n 1 selects n 3
(shown by thick arrow line) as its relay to send the data. To simulate the link
breakage between n 1 and n 3, we move n 3 out of the transmission range (dashed
circle) of n 1 (shown by thin arrow line). The link breakage is detected at n 1 and
it redirects its traffic to n 2 (shown by dashed arrow line). However, n 2 does not
forward the data of n 1 to n 4 . By placing n 3 back to its original position, the sink
n 4 continues to receive the data of n 1 through n 3 . However, in the case of CTP
for the same network topology, the removal of node n 3 is detected at n 1 and it
forwards the data to the sink via n 2 in few minutes by sending additional control
messages.
Although ContikiMesh can save energy as there are fewer control messages,
a link break can severely reduce the PDR of n 1 and also other leaf nodes (if
present) that use n 1 as the relay node.
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Figure 3.1 Routing of ContikiMesh and CTP

CTP, on the other hand, is more dynamic and has potential to detect routing
problems. However, the disturbance in the network caused by TPC can force it
to send higher control packets which consume more energy. In addition, under
the flood of control messages, the probability of data packets not reaching its
destination is higher.

3.3

Experimentation and Simulation Setup

In the following experiments, the goal was to study the impact of
transmission power scaling on routing protocols. Therefore, we used a network
emulation tool (Cooja Simulator [38]) to eliminate factors, other than power
scaling.

3.3.1

Constraints and Requirements

While designing a TPC algorithm, importance should also be given to the
application data rate. Consider a case where the TPC algorithm requires a
considerable amount of historical link quality data to decide the future Tx to be
employed. If the data rate is fast, the duration of time pervious Tx retained is
small and the adaptation to variation is fast. The opposite is the case when the
data rate is slow. The importance of performing TPC adaptation quickly is
discussed in [100,101]. Having a high data rate does not necessarily translate
into an increase in the throughput. This is even truer in a network with real-time
TPC.
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The way the nodes are deployed can also affect the performance of TPC. For
example, in a dense network where the nodes are randomly deployed, a node
cannot use a single global transmission power to reach its neighbours. Hence,
all the nodes must perform prolonged initialization phase to determine the
optimum Tx level on a per link basis. On the other hand, in a network of
uniformly deployed nodes, nodes may employ less intensive initialization phase
thereby saving energy. Furthermore, in a dense network with randomly
distributed nodes the power level variations may be extreme. This can cause
more contention than in a network with uniformly distributed nodes.
The placement of the sink also plays a crucial role. It is experimentally
proven that merits of TPC are noticeable only in a network with convergence
data traffic and not on a network where the traffic flow is aggregated [29]. The
description of various network flows is in [102].

3.3.2

Network Topology

The experiments were carried out on a small sized homogenous spatially
dispersed network as shown in Figure 3.2. Except for the sink node, all nodes in
the network transmit one application data randomly in every 2 to 4 secs time
interval. Fluctuation in Tx (from low to high and vice versa) resembles fast
adaptation of Tx (6 every 1min). Because of high data rate and faster Tx
adaptation, every experiment lasted for 15 minutes. There are in total 10 nodes,
one sink, and nine independent sensor data source nodes. The longest path from
data sources to the sink depends on the transmission power per node; for our
experiments, it varies from 5 to 6 hops. The square grids in Figure 3.2 have
edges 10m long. The average density of the network stands at around 65% and
is calculated by using the equation 3.1

Di N
i 1 100
n



(3.1)

Here, 𝐷𝑖 is the total number of neighbouring nodes for a given node with a
specific transmission range and 𝑁 is the total number of nodes in the network.
The link between any pair of nodes is considered asymmetric. Node 10 is the
sink node where the data is aggregated.
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Figure 3.2 Topology of the network

To increase the confidence of our results and more reliably correlate
transmission range with routing protocols performance, we placed the nodes at
equal distances between each other. This ensures that the degradation of the
network, if any, with respect to the reliability, latency, energy and packet loss is
not due to the random placement of the nodes but the node transmission power
scaling. The network size was kept limited for two reasons: (a) the routing paths
are long enough to simulate the impact of transmission power scaling of a node
to the remaining nodes of the path, and (b) the logged data were also stayed
manageable making the traceability of network performance patterns more
effective.

3.3.3

Transmission Power Scaling

The default transmission power of all the nodes is set to Tx=15. This
corresponds to a transmission range of 22 meters, the output of -7dBm and
energy consumption of 12.5mA as given by data sheet of CC2420 transceiver
[71]. Transmission power upscaling boosts the power level to Tx=19. This
translates to increase in the transmission range by 29 meters, the output of 5dBm and energy consumption of 13.9mA [71]. A lower power level 11 with a
transmission range of 16 meters could have been used. However, this would
place the nodes at the very edge of the radio range increasing the packet drop
rate. This would erroneously affect the study.
Nodes 2, 7, 8 and 9 that have various interference coverages were chosen to
perform the TPC. The interference area is divided into 1-hop region and 2-hop
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region. For example, in Figure 3.2, when the node 2 employs power level 15,
the neighbouring nodes (1, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 9) that are within 22 meters region are
said to be in 1-hop interference region and all the nodes beyond 22 meters range
are said to be 2-hops interference region. Table 3.3 provides the details of the
interference coverages of various nodes.
Table 3.3 Interference coverage of the nodes with two different transmission
power levels
Power Levels
Default
T x=15

Increased
T x=19

Descriptions
1-hop interference region
(%)
2-hops interference
region (%)
1-hop interference region
(%)
2-hops interference
region (%)

Node 2
67

Node 7
78

Node 8
45

Node 9
89

33

22

54

11

78

89

67

89

22

11

33

11

Figure 3.3 illustrates a sample transmission power-scaling pattern. Data
source nodes send sensor data to the sink randomly in 2 to 4 seconds time
interval. That is, for every 10 seconds, these nodes generate 5-6 data packets. At
the end of every 10 seconds period, the nodes 2, 7, 8 and 9 randomly decide to
upscale (15 to 19), downscale (19 to 15) or maintain their transmission power.
No specific TPC technique, e.g. Iterative method [103] or ATPC [68], is used.
However, the focus is on the effect of transmission power scaling action; a
study over the effect of random such actions is sufficient since, to a good
extend, TPC based on the link quality metrics (Received Signal Strength
Indicator and/or Link Quality Indicator) is mimicked.

Figure 3.3 Sample transmission power scaling pattern

Due to randomness, the 4 nodes that were scaling their transmission power
had different patterns.
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Figure 3.4 Duration of high transmission power after each upscaling event for
ContikiMesh experiments

Figure 3.4 illustrates the duration a node maintained its high transmission
power once it up scales for the ContikiMesh experiments. The upscaling events
(x axis) are ordered based on the moment of occurrence. The duration of
downscaling is not shown. On the one hand, node 9 seems to have the most
upscaling events with a long high power start-up. On the other hand, Node 2 has
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few upscaling events of short duration except for one outlier 130secs long in the
middle of that sequence.
Splitting the experimentation time of 15 minutes into three intervals of 5
minutes each, we generated Table 3.4 and Table 3.5. Tables illustrate the
amount of upscaling events and the duration of high transmission power for
each of the 4 nodes. These intervals are also marked in Figure 3.4.
Table 3.4 Upscaling events and duration of high transmission power per 5 min
interval of ContikiMesh experiments

Descriptions
No. of times TPC was high
(Tx=19)
Duration of high
transmission power (mins)

Interval
(mins)
0-5
5-10
10-15
0-5
5-10
10-15

Node 2

Node 7

Node 8

Node 9

8
5
8
2.33
3.49
1.82

10
6
7
1.99
1.82
2.16

7
5
7
2.33
1.99
2.33

7
8
10
2.66
3.16
2.16

The second set of experiments refers to Collection Tree routing protocol
(CTP). The configuration is the same except for those parameters affected by
randomness. Hence, the transmission power scaling pattern is shown in Figure
3.5 and Table 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 Duration of high transmission power after each upscaling event for
CTP experiments
Table 3.5 Upscaling events and duration of high transmission power per 5 min
interval of CTP experiments
Descriptions
No. of times TPC was high
(Tx=19)
Duration of high
transmission power (mins)

Interval
(mins)
0-5
5-10
10-15
0-5
5-10
10-15

Node 2

Node 7

Node 8

Node 9

3
7
7
1
3.16
1.99

5
6
7
1.16
1.99
2

5
7
9
0.83
1.49
2.49

6
8
7
0.9
3.33
2.66

Figure 3.5 and Table 3.5 reveal a less dynamic transmission power scaling
situation for CTP experiments compared to ContikiMesh ones. That is fewer
power level changes and of shorter duration per level.

3.3.4

Emulation Features

Cooja was configured at 100% simulation speed. The radio messages of the
network were propagated based on Unit Disk Graph Model (UDGM) and were
captured using the inbuilt tool of Cooja. Based on UDGM, the strength of the
signal fades with the distance between the source and destination nodes
emulating link failures [49]. Below the chosen routing protocols, ContikiMesh
and Collection Tree Protocol (CTP), the MAC layer was ContikiMAC.
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All the nodes in the network have a start-up delay of 1000ms and emulate the
TelosB sensor motes equipped with CC2420 transceiver [11]. To check the
channel condition, all the nodes perform Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) at
the MAC layer [76]. The battery depletion of the nodes has significant impact
on the listening and transmission aspect of the nodes [32]. Therefore, battery
depletion of the nodes is not simulated and nodes experience no power outage.
Hence, we make sure that no disturbance is caused by factors other than
transmission power scaling. Likewise, the receiver sensitivity of all the nodes is
unchanged and is set to the default levels of -90dBm.

3.3.5

Benchmark and Assessment Metrics

Besides experimenting with the two routing protocols and different nodes (2,
7, 8, and 9) in power scaling mode, we have created a benchmark of no power
scaling over the same network. That is two sets of 5 experiments per routing
protocol, 10 experiments in total. The network topology and other
configurations (except for random seeds and randomized parameters) are
identical for both sets. The results of those two sets are separately analysed and
finally compared together.
As explained above, transmission power scaling has a direct effect on the
internal interference of the whole system. Indirectly, packet retransmissions,
queue lengths, and energy consumption are influenced by the interference in the
system. The question of this study is whether the adaptivity capabilities of
routing protocols worsen or ease the situation. We have picked the following
assessment metrics:





A number of packets generated to assess how increased interference
from the transmission power scaling node may cause collisions and
trigger more retransmissions and or routing control packets.
End-to-end packet delivery ratio (PDR) as a way to assess buffer
overflows due to an excessive amount of interference that forces
packets to stay in the queue for long and new ones to be dropped. This
is the number of packets received at the sink over the total number of
packets sent.
End-to-end latency as an assessment of the queue lengths caused either
by high interference and many retransmissions or by path rediscovery
when paths are destroyed due to power scaling. We measure the
average latency as the average time difference of a packet from its first
transmission trial from the source node until the reception from the
sink.
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Radio duty cycle to assess whether the energy savings from TPC
outperform the energy costs introduced by increased signalling. It is the
percentage of time the transceiver was on for the entire duration of the
experiment.

Results and Discussions

The results provided are broadly classified into two main sub sections –
impact of transmission power scaling on ContikiMesh, and on CTP. In both
these sub sections, the analysis focuses on three main aspects: (a) impact of a
single node’s transmission power scaling to retransmissions of packets from
nodes, (b) the impact to network level performance metrics, and (c) the benefits,
if any, for the node in power scaling mode.
For clarity and brevity, the labels NO-TPC, 2-TPC, 7-TPC, 8-TPC, and 9TPC in the following histograms denote the results of the experiments where
node 2, 7, 8, and 9 performs TPC. The benchmark (no node in transmission
power scaling mode) experiment is tagged as NO-TPC. The tag x-TPC maps to
the experiment during which node x is in transmission power scaling mode.

3.4.1

Transmission Power Scaling over ContikiMesh

This section presents the traffic generated due to transmission power scaling
in presence of ContikiMesh. The analysis of packets generated across the
network includes the on-board sensors data, control packets generated by the
routing protocols, and the ACK packets produced by the 802.15.4 protocol upon
reception of the packets. Figure 3.6 illustrates the total and retransmitted
number of packets generated in the network (a) as well as a breakdown of the
total number of packets into 5mins segments.
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Figure 3.6 Packets transmitted during the 15 ContikiMesh experiments (NOTPC & x-TPC). (a) Total number of packets and total number of retransmitted
packets, (b) Breakdown of total number of packets transmitted into 5mins
segments

The first segment of every experiment demonstrates a spike in the number of
packets generated in the network compared to the remaining segments. The
reason can be traced back to the route discovery phase of the ContikiMesh
routing algorithm executed at the bootstrap of the network.
Compared to NO-TPC, the total number of packets generated in the network
increases by 29%, 47.1%, 11.8% and 20.8% when nodes 2, 7, 8 and 9 perform
TPC respectively. Similarly, transmission power scaling influences the amount
of retransmitted packets as well. In fact, the total number of duplicates packet
raises by 34.7%, 56.4%, 11.5% and 35.6% respectively; mostly higher than the
increase in the total amount of packets.
When a specific node x up scales its power level (19), the neighboring nodes
recognize the channel usage and defer the transmission of packets in their
buffer. This results in fast buffer capacity consumption from own sensor data
packets and relayed data packets from other nodes, too. All the deferred
transmissions are retried as soon as the node downscales its power to the default
level (15). That shortly increases collisions and nodes retransmit until ACK is
received since in NO-TPC experiment, all the network features such as
transmission power levels, data transfer rate, network topology etc. remain
unchanged.
Amongst the experiments with transmission power scaling, the network of 8TPC experiences the least amount of packets in the network; 7-TPC produces
the highest followed by 2-TPC and 9-TPC. Duration of each power level, the
frequency with which the levels interchange and the interference produced by
the transmission power are responsible for the variation in a number of packets
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generated. Finally, retransmission trials increase with the betweenness centrality
of the node in power scaling mode.

Figure 3.7 Routing paths built with ContikiMesh when nodes 2, 7, 8, 9 are in Tx
scaling mode

Betweenness centrality refers to the amount of data traffic of other nodes
relayed by a specific node in the network. For example, betweenness centrality
of node 7 is the highest followed by node 8. Nodes 2 and 9 have the least
betweenness centrality. Figure 3.7 and Table 3.6 illustrate the influence of
betweenness centrality of nodes in transmission power scaling mode on a
number of packets transmitted.
Table 3.6 Influence of betweenness centrality of nodes in transmission power
scaling mode on packets generated
Descriptions
2-TPC
Relays the traffic of nodes
1
Total packets sent compared to NO-TPC
+29%
Total control packets sent compared to NO- +34.7%
TPC

7-TPC
1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 8
+47.1%
+56.4%

8-TPC
1, 2, 4
+11.8%
+11.5%

9-TPC
1, 2, 3
+20.8%
+35.6%

Although nodes 8 and 9 relay traffic from the same amount of nodes (3), the
interference produced by node 8 in two different power levels, (15 and 19) is
the least compared to all other nodes (see Table 3.3). Although, as shown in
Table 3.4, the transmission power level of node 8 changes more frequently the
duration per level is shorter than that of node 9. Therefore, neighborhood size
increases with the transmission power upscaling directly affecting the number
of collisions and retransmissions.
As of 7-TPC versus 9-TPC, the former experiences shorter duration per
transmission power level and lower number of level interchanges than the latter.
The interference produced during power level 19 is the same to 9-TPC (see
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Table 3.3). However, in 7-TPC, node 7 relays double the traffic that node 9
relays in 9-TPC and therefore this result suggests that collisions and
retransmissions increase with the betweenness centrality of a node in
transmission power scaling mode even if the power upscaling is short and
infrequent.
2-TPC comes to strengthen the conclusion that long duration at high
transmission power levels creates an explosion of deferred packet (retransmissions once the power is downscaled to low levels). As Figure 3.6
depicts, 2-TPC experiences 9% extra total number of packets even with lower
interference region, duration per power level, the number of level interchanges
and the amount of relayed traffic. 2-TPC generates more data packets in the last
time segment (28785) compared to 9-TPC (19740), an increase of 34%. This is
because, during the previous segment (5-10mins), node 2 remains in high power
level (19) for 130 seconds. This forces nodes in the vicinity to defer for long
before they are able to resend the packets and to cause an explosion of (re)transmissions once the power level is downscaled.
In terms of the types of packets transmitted, we split Figure 3.6(b) into
control signalling and data packets illustrated in Figure 3.8 respectively. Figure
3.8 confirm that the increased packet transmission in the beginning of every
experiment is due to ContikiMesh route discovery signalling. Note that Figure
3.8 includes retransmissions.
9-TPC, as opposed to the other experiments, experiences more control
packets than data packets even though data packets were generated at the same
rate as any other experiment. Contrary to the other experiments, the node in the
transmission power scaling mode (node 9) booted with high transmission power
level and stayed in that level for 80secs. Therefore, the route discovery
mechanism built the routing tables based on that power level. When later the
node down scaled the power level, some of the routes had to be rediscovered.
Moreover, this experiment has the most frequent power level interchanges
among all. This deteriorated the situation as the route discovery was not allowed
to converge and stabilize. The frequent power level changes also triggered
multiple explosions of retransmissions from other nodes adding delay to the
route discovery mechanisms or even loss of route discovery packets and
unsuccessful route build-up. This resulted not only in a high number of control
packets but also to undiscovered routes and, hence, fewer packet transmissions.
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Figure 3.8 Total numbers of packets per packet type (control and data) per
experiment and per time segment of 5 mins for ContikiMesh experiments. (a)
Control packets, (b) Data packets
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End-to-end network performance metrics: With regards to network
performance metrics (end-to-end PDR & latency and duty cycle), the picture is
mixed as shown in Figure 3.9. NO-TPC experiment demonstrates that constant
Tx=15 for all the nodes is a more reliable option (higher PDR), more energy
efficient (lower duty cycle) and average in end-to-end latency.

Figure 3.9 Average network performance metrics for ContikiMesh experiments.
(a) End-to-end packet delivery ratio, (b) end-to-end latency, (c) radio duty cycle

As mentioned above, four important features of transmission power scaling
vary the degree of the impact on the performance of the network. Of these four
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features, duration per transmission power level, neighbourhood size per level
and interference region and the prominence betweenness centrality of the node
in transmission power scaling mode have a major impact on the performance.
This is noticeable in Figure 3.9. Although node 7 in 7-TPC experiment exhibits
the smallest duration per level, it relays the traffic of most of the nodes. Node 9
in 9-TPC relays less traffic but the interference produced during high
transmission power level is the highest among all the experiments. Nodes 2 in
2-TPC and 8 in 8-TPC relay less traffic and have smaller interference
neighbourhood. Hence PDR is higher than the other two experiments.
As shown in Figure 3.9, in three out of four With-TPC scenarios, the latency
is lesser compared to No-TPC. Small latency time is desirable property to have.
However, recall that we calculate latency only for the number of packets that
successfully arrive at the sink. As the environment is stable in No-TPC case, a
number of packets that reach the sink is high. This is visible in the PDR value.
Higher interference region due to high TPC causes a collision. Figure 3.9,
combined with Table 3.3; indicate that the duty cycle increases with the
interference neighbourhood. As collisions increase, packets are retransmitted
and more energy is consumed. Since NO-TPC experiment experiences fewer
collisions, the radio duty cycle of the network is 20.5% lower compared to all
other experiments.
Selfish benefits of transmission power control: We have seen in the previous
section how a single node that increases its transmission power to selfishly
enhance its own one-hop link quality ends up adversely affecting the
performance of the entire network. Here, we study what is the impact of this
decision by a specific TPC node on its own overall performance. As shown in
Figure 3.10, the average end-to-end PDR based on packets generated by nodes
in transmission power scaling mode between all x-TPC experiments is 0.53.
However, the average end-to-end PDR of the same nodes in NO-TPC
experiment is 0.76, 30% higher. Similarly, as shown in Figure 3.10, the average
end-to-end latency for the given nodes in x-TPC experiments is 2.05 secs and
by 30% lower (1.27 secs) in NO-TPC experiment. The average duty cycle,
Figure 3.10, is 7.52% and 2.8% in x-TPC and NO-TPC experiments
respectively.
The experiments and results above give no evidence that reactive
transmission power control provides benefits in the network or the node in
transmission power scaling mode when ContikiMAC and ContikiMesh are
used.
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Figure 3.10 Average node performance metrics for ContikiMesh experiments.
(a) End-to-end packet delivery ratio, (b) end-to-end latency, (c) radio duty cycle

3.4.2

Transmission Power Scaling over CTP

CTP is a dynamic routing protocol trying eagerly to re-establish more optimal
routing paths taking into account the link quality between neighboring nodes.
Figure 3.11 provides the routing paths in the network as established during the
experiments.

Figure 3.11 CTP routing path of the network when nodes (2, 7, 8 or 9) up/downscale their transmission power

The dashed lines show the possible different paths a packet from a node can
take depending on the quality of each link. The solid line shows the route from
the respective nodes even in the presence of nodes 2, 7, 8 and 9. This comes
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with the cost of extra signaling, control packets to maintain a good path.
Transmission power control generates two opposing forces to the performance
of a network. From one hand, link quality may be improved and on the other
hand, more interference due to extra signaling might deteriorate the
performance. We follow the same analysis strategy as with ContikiMesh.
Traffic generated due to transmission power scaling: The total number of
packets generated by CTP experiments, Figure 3.12(a), shows a clear difference
from the ContikiMesh experiments. The total and retransmitted number of
packets is higher. Especially, the ratio retransmitted a total number of packets is
almost twice as big as in the ContikiMesh experiments. As pointed out from
Figure 3.5 and Table 3.5, the transmission power scaling is less dynamic in CTP
experiments, yet the number of generated packets higher. Moreover, from
Figure 3.12, it is also clear that the route discovery is not taking place only at
the bootstrap time since the first time 5 mins segment experiences the fewest
packets compared to the other two segments.
Based on Table 3.7, transmission power scaling seems to have a positive
effect on the number of packets for some experiments. There is a decrease in the
total number of packets sent during 2-TPC, 8-TPC, and 9-TPC experiments. 7TPC experiences the least power level changes, yet, the highest increase in a
total number of packets. As shown in Table 3.6 and Table 3.7, in the 7-TPC
experiment, node 7 relays the traffic from the majority of nodes and the
interference produced by it is the second highest compared to all other nodes in
transmission power scaling mode. Although node 9 in 9-TPC has fewer relay
nodes, the interference produced by it during TPC is the highest, resulting in
higher packet transmission compared to NO-TPC. The opposite is the case with
8-TPC, less interference fewer retransmissions. As with ContikiMesh
experiments, betweenness centrality and interference neighborhood size of the
node in transmission power scaling mode seem to play an important role in the
number of packets generated. However, the results of both sets of experiments
indicate that betweenness centrality has a stronger effect than interference.
Unlike ContikiMesh with its fixed beaconing procedure, CTP detects
prevailing conditions in the radio propagation medium and employs adaptive
beaconing of control messages. CTP mitigates the problem of self-interference
by limiting transmission rate; i.e. the expected time of the packet to be sent is p,
then CTP delays the packet transmission in the range of 1.5p to 2.5p. This
adaptive behavior allows transmission power scaling generate benefits for the
network in low self-interference situations i.e. 2-TPC and 8-TPC.
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Figure 3.12 Packets transmitted during the 5 CTP experiments (NO-TPC & xTPC). (a) Total number of packets and total number of retransmitted packets, (b)
Breakdown of total number of packets transmitted into 5mins segments

Table 3.7 Influence of betweenness centrality of nodes in transmission power
scaling mode on packets generated
Descriptions
Relays the traffic of nodes
Total packets sent compared to NOTPC
Total control packets sent compared
to NO-TPC

2-TPC
1
-13.39%
-16.08%

7-TPC
8-TPC
1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 8 1, 2, 4
+34.73%
-28.31%
+54.15%

-32.20%

9-TPC
1, 2, 3
+5.78%
-3.41%

As depicted in Figure 3.12(b), there is a hike in packets in the first five
minutes due to route discovery, which largely constitutes control packets.
Figure 3.13(a) illustrates the number of control packets transmitted per 5-min
segments. With the exception of 2-TPC, the first 5min segments indeed
experience more control packets compared to the following two segments. The
situation is reversed with the data packets, as shown in Figure 3.13(b). As
shown in Figure 3.5 and Table 3.5, node 2 in 2-TPC (5-10min segment)
experiences a prolonged high transmission power level. This creates reliable
links to nodes further away from node 2. It reduces the ETX to nodes at a longer
distance and, hence, rewiring and route re-discovery are triggered so that shorter
paths are built. This process generates more control packets but shortens the
paths and reduces retransmissions; thus, fewer data packets.

# packets
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End-to-end network performance metrics: The adaptive beaconing of CTP
cooperates with transmission power scaling and yields improvements with
regards to network performance compared NO-TPC situation. Figure 3.14(a),
Figure 3.14(b) and Figure 3.14(c) illustrate the average end-to-end packet
delivery ratio, average end-to-end latency, and the average radio duty cycle,
respectively. PDR has improved (+16.6%) in x-TPC experiments, and the
latency is reduced (-18.6%) and the radio duty cycle is mostly reduced (-8%,
except for 7-TPC).

Figure 3.14 Average network performance metrics for CTP experiments. (a)
End-to-end packet delivery ratio, (b) end-to-end latency, (c) radio duty cycle
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Selfish benefits of transmission power control. While transmission power
scaling has a positive effect on the overall performance of the network, Figure
3.15 illustrates the marginal benefits (PDR, latency and duty cycle) it has on the
node in transmission power scaling mode. It is important here to note that
transmission power scaling was a random process and did not simulate careful
decisions to upscale or downscale transmission power based on some
measurable metric.
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Figure 3.15 Average node performance metrics for CTP experiments. (a) Endto-end packet delivery ratio, (b) end-to-end latency, (c) radio duty cycle

3.4.3

Transmission Power impact on ContikiMesh and CTP

Between the two sets of experiments (ContikiMesh versus CTP),
transmission power scaling seems more compatible with the latter. The
periodicity of the control packets in CTP prevents the protocol from
overreacting to transmission power level and link quality changes. In fact, CTP
was designed to precisely handle these situations.
ContikiMesh triggers route re-discovery once it is too late and the route to a
destination is lost. Down scaling the transmission, power may make routes built
during high power level undiscoverable. Hence, the nodes wait until either the
routes are rebuilt or power levels re-up scaled. These waiting period forces
nodes, especially those with high betweenness centrality, generate a burst of
packets once the route is available again. This burst increases temporarily the
internal interference that results to CCA attempts and retransmissions. The
phenomenon is worse when the scaling is frequent because even route discovery
processes might be split between different power levels. That results to partial
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invalid routes. Therefore, transmission power scaling under ContikiMesh
generates no benefit for either the network or the node in scaling mode.
On the other hand, the results on CTP demonstrate slight and under certain
conditions improvements in the total number of packets, PDR, latency and duty
cycling for both network and node performance. The experiments suggest that
the transmission power should (a) be lower as the betweenness centrality
increases, (b) change as rarely as possible, and (c) scale up and down if the
routing protocol is dynamic (not on-demand route discovery) and periodically
update the routes.
For completeness, Table 3.8 provides the standard deviation of metrics for all
the experiments. The fluctuation in metrics across all the experiments indicates
that the impact of TPC is prominent in a static multi-hop network. The design of
TPC is strongly influenced by the traffic flow, data rate, the nature of node
deployment, the routing and MAC protocols. Failure to study these influences
can lead to a TPC that can function only in a specific scenario making its usage
limited. Lastly, we do not recommend reactive TPC algorithm to be designed
based on the RSSI or LQI. The reason for this is that these parameters are
sensitive to environmental changes and therefore can trigger TPC frequently
causing the network performance to drop. Moreover, RSSI and/or LQI vary
from location to location. Hence, TPC based on these metrics are not location
agnostic requiring a considerable amount of fine-tuning of the threshold level
before the network becomes operational. In addition, a reactive TPC algorithm
can often keep the transmission power at a high level until the next batch of link
quality metrics is obtained. From our experiments, we found that higher the
duration of high transmission power, higher is the chance of collision.
Table 3.8 Standard deviation of metrics for two routing protocols
Metrics

PDR
Latency
(secs)
Radio Duty
Cycle (%)

3.5

NO-TPC
x-TPC
ContikiMesh
CTP
Contiki
Mesh
CTP 2-TPC 7-TPC 8-TPC 9-TPC 2-TPC 7-TPC 8-TPC 9-TPC
0.3
0.41
0.32
0.28 0.28 0.43 0.47 0.41 0.43
0.46
1.95
21.58 1.34
2.07 2.73 0.91 27.80 29.11 38.08 27.39
1.16

3.19

2.24

4.40

1.39

1.05

2.69

1.72

2.6
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we studied the impact of frequent TPC on a static multi-hop
network consisting of simultaneously transmitting nodes. The data traffic in the
network flows on a routing tree aggregated to a single sink. We found that when
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a node scales its transmission power, the impact to the entire network
performance in terms of PDR, latency and energy consumption is significant.
This is true in both ContikiMesh and CTP over ContikiMAC. In the former
case, the PDR and latency of the network drop by 21% and 14%, respectively,
and the energy consumption increases by 20% compared to the NO-TPC
scenario. Fall in the latency here is because a lesser number of packets arrives
at the destination. Compared to No-TPC scenario, there is an increase in a
number of total packets and retransmitted packets sent by 29% and 38%
respectively. With CTP and ContikiMAC we find that the PDR of the network
increases by 16% and there is a decrease in the energy spent by 1.9% and the
latency by 43% compared to the No-TPC scenario. There is also a drop in total
and retransmitted packets by 6.13% and 7.5% respectively.
Although between two routing protocols, CTP is immune to the turbulence
caused by TPC in the network; overall PDR achieved for energy consumed is
not encouraging. One way to reduce additional routing messages is to use a
variant of AODV routing protocol known as Gossiping based AODV [104] or
utilize a routing protocol based on congestion metric [105]. Performing the
same experiments and evaluation methodology for AODV and RPL is planned
for future work. Another way to overcome this drawback is to use TPC in
conjunction with a scheduler that carefully allocates different timeslots and/or
channels for every pair of nodes in the network. Although this technique
requires complex scheduling techniques [106] that adhere to strict deadlines, it
may be the only way to reduce collision and retransmissions. We carried out our
experiments in a simulator with an ideal circular radio model on a homogenous
network. In reality, the radio ranges are highly irregular and the multi-path
effect and a random node deployment can produce a result inferior to what we
already have. Conducting the same experiment with real hardware and
deployment such as office space is also planned for future.
Our conclusion is that TPC inadvertently influences routing and MAC layers.
In addition, data rate, traffic flow, and node deployment also have a significant
impact on the working of TPC. Failure to study these factors can lead to a
design of TPC that can do more harm than benefit the network. An isolated
design of TPC may lead to non-generic TPC that works only under specific
condition and location. This requires time consuming fine-tuning of TPC before
the network becomes operational.

Chapter 4 Reliable Low-Power
Wireless Networks over Unstable
Transmission Power

To reduce the energy cost incurred during transmission, sensor nodes in IoT
(Internet-of-Things) use lower transmission power (LowTx). However, quality
of the link achieved by a pair of nodes through LowTx increases the chance of an
unstable link. In addition, it aggravates hidden-node terminal and energy-hole
problems. Although nodes employing higher transmission power (HighTx)
reduce the issues encountered in utilizing LowTx, it may consume more energy.
Therefore, the main research objective of this chapter is to address the following
research objective mentioned in chapter 1
(R03) Investigate if there is a trade-off in terms of reliability and energy
consumption in adoption of LowTx and HighTx by the sensor nodes.
In the previous chapter, we investigated the impact of one node performing
TPC on the overall network. In this chapter, we study the overall performance
of the network of various densities in terms of Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR),
Radio Duty Cycle and collision in two different scenarios – network wide fixed
and random application data rate transmitted at varying transmission power (Tx)
levels.
Our experiments show that compared to HighTx, at LowTx, duty cycle and
collision in two different network densities is higher. Similarly, the PDR
achieved at HighTx is higher than that of LowTx.
We perform experiments in 802.15.4 network of various size and
deployment. The experiments were carried out in COOJA which emulates
TelosB nodes based on a CC2420 transceiver [38]. We study the performance
of the network by means of three metrics–Packet Delivery ratio, radio duty
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cycle and collision rate in the presence of network wide fixed and random
application data rate transmitted at varying transmission power (Tx) levels. Our
study shows that LowTx fares poorly compared to HighTx in terms of PDR,
energy consumed (radio duty cycle) and collision rate.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Overview of link
quality at low transmission power is presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we
present the related work. General demerits of LowTx are provided in Section 4.3.
Section 4.4 provides the information about experimental setup and the
simulation parameters used. Discussion on the results is provided in Section 4.5.
Finally, we conclude the chapter in Section 4.6.

4.1

Link Quality at Low Transmission Power

IoT is revolutionizing many sectors such as logistics and transportation,
manufacturing plants and agriculture by increasing their operational efficiency,
reducing the energy usage and better management of resources. As IoT provides
immense benefits, it is becoming a competitive advantage and the business
houses have to consider it as a part of their strategic plan. As a result, the
demand for IoT is rising.
Irrespective of the IoT deployment scenarios, communication reliability of
the deployed IoT is often affected by ever changing propagation medium. The
uncertainty in propagation medium is mainly caused by the following factors:
 Natural obstacles such as office walls, human and vehicular
movements, dense vegetation generally deteriorate the signal strength
[20].
 Environmental conditions such as humidity and temperature also
influence radio waves [21][22][23].
 Orientations of the antenna, remaining battery life of the nodes are also
known to alter the radio wave [27][32].
 Interferences from Wi-Fi routers, microwave ovens, and other colocated sensor network can drastically impede the link reliability [16].
These negative factors have an amplifying effect on weak communication
link achieved by LowTx than HighTx. Consider a source (S n ) and receiver (Rn )
TelosB sensor nodes separated by a distance of 10m as shown in Figure 4.1.
A transmission range (Tr ) achieved by a certain Tx is known to be LowTx if S n
can successfully transmit the packets to Rn with lower energy expense. For
instance, the power level parameter Tx =11 (shown by dashed line) of TelosB
node can be classified as LowTx because it results in Tr of 16m and consume
11.2mA (refer Table 4.1) [71]. Although Tx at 15,..., 31 that result in Tr of 22m,
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48m respectively puts Rn within the transmission range of S n , it consumes
12.5mA, 17.4mA energy respectively and therefore it is classified as HighTx.

Figure 4.1 Transmission range of TelosB sensor nodes

When the source node employs LowTx, the receiving node may not receive
the data due to above-mentioned factors or due to internal interference and
hence no ACK is sent back. This causes the source node to retransmit the data
repeatedly until ACK is received or forces the routing protocol to change the
route at the expense of transmitting more control messages. The new route
chosen may not be efficient path to relay the data to its destination. In both
cases, more energy is consumed. Therefore, minimizing transmission power and
simultaneously strengthening the communication link are conflicting goals [34].
To enhance the link reliability/QoS between the pair of nodes, boosting the Tx
seems to be a natural choice. However, this may introduce interference. In
addition, generally, the transceiver of several sensor nodes such as TelosB[11],
MicaZ[12], etc. utilized in IoT network consumes more energy than other units
such as ROM, sensors, CPU of the nodes [71]. HighTx does reduce the number
of hops data takes before it reaches its destination and hence latency is reduced.
IoT consists of network-embedded devices that operate on a limited battery
power. Remote deployment of IoT network makes it difficult for a field
technician to replace the battery sources. Hence, prolonging the battery life of
the sensor nodes is crucial. However, extending the battery life without
delivering the data with decent reliability fails the purpose of the sensor
network.
In realistic IoT networks, there may be hundreds of nodes simultaneously
communicating among each other within relevant multi-hop cluster networks.
Thus, it is crucial to study the collision rate, energy consumption, and reliability
of the network at different Tx levels.
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4.2 Related Work

The findings of this research could be used as a key decision point in
designing a robust Transmission Power Control (TPC) algorithm that can adjust
the Tx according to a varying condition in the propagation medium. The
majority of the TPC algorithms such as P-TPC, ODTPC, and BS-TPC increase
Tx step-wise as and when the link quality of the propagation medium varies.
[55][57][59]. However, increasing the Tx to the next level may not necessarily
enhance the link quality. The output of the experiments conducted in this
chapter could aid the TPC designers to select much higher Tx and thus avoid
recipient nodes from piggybacking control packets.

4.2

Related Work

The effects of various transmission power levels on energy consumption are
investigated by using a linear programming framework and a well-known
continuous transmission power model (HCB model) in [107]. The authors
through mathematical model show that in the high-density network, utilization
of maximum transmission power level is a better option than lower transmission
power and it does reduce the network lifetime. They use MicaZ mote (with
MPR240 transceiver) energy model[12] and do not consider energy consumed
due to routing overhead. Our experiment differs from them as we use TelosB
sensor motes with the CC2420 transceiver and have multiple sensor nodes
transmitting data simultaneously and we use COOJA emulation environment
[38].
The performance of HighTx and LowTx in mobile ad-hoc network is evaluated
in [108]. The experiments conducted in a network comprising MicaZ motes
show that the energy consumption and PDR achieved at LowTx is only
marginally better that its counterpart.
The trade-off between LowTx and HighTx in terms of throughput and energy
consumption for indoor 802.11a network shows that LowTx along with virtual
carrier sensing enabled at MAC level degrades the throughput of the network
[34]. However, our experiments are carried out in 802.15.4 network.
TPC algorithms such as ATPC, Distributed TPC, and Probe-based TPC
employ lengthy initialization phase to find appropriate Tx level to transmit data
under non-varying propagation medium[68][109][41]. When there is a variation
in the medium, TPC algorithms such as P-TPC, ODTPC, AODTPC increases
the Tx to next level [55][57][58]. However, increasing the Tx to the next level
may not necessarily enhance the link quality. When Tx adopting to the next level
does not enhance the link quality, then pair of nodes in communication involve
in piggybacking control packets that consume more energy. Worse, two nodes
in communication may take a long time to converge to a specific Tx. In addition,
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it is shown that constant fluctuation of Tx in a network with multiple
transmitting nodes reduces the PDR and increases the chances of collision
[110]. The output of the experiments conducted in this paper could aid the TPC
designers to select much higher Tx and thus avoid lengthy initialization phase.

4.3

Drawbacks of Low Transmission Power

4.3.1

Latency is higher

Naturally, by adopting LowTx, data takes several hops before it reaches its
destination and hence there is an increase in latency. As IoT network often have
lossy links due to environmental factors, the communication delay is highly
uncertain and can alleviate latency [111]. For surveillance and fire detection
systems, the event of interest has to be communicated to the concerned
authority with very low latency [112][113].

4.3.2

Energy-Hole problem

Consider a network of seven nodes as shown in Figure 4.2. When all the
nodes choose LowTx (shown by double arrow lines), the data has to take many
hops and hence the traffic Di increases substantially near the sink as the nodes
relay more data [28]. Node 6 near the sink relays five times (excluding its own
data) more traffic than all other remaining nodes. This causes the nodes near the
sink to expend more energy than others resulting in energy hole [114].

Figure 4.2 Traffic pattern at low transmission power level

4.3.3

Hidden-Node problem

The chances of a collision in the network with the node using LowTx is more
compared to the node employing HighTx. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
Consider a scenario where node 1 is transmitting data to node 2 with
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transmission range Tr = T1 and similarly node 3 is transmitting to node 4 with Tr
= T2 . As node 1 and 3 are not within their respective Tr , they can communicate
with node 2 and 4 respectively.

Figure 4.3: Illustration of hidden-node problem at lower transmission power

However, there is collision happening at node 2. Due to the collision, node 2
is not able to send ACK packet to node 1. As ACK is not sent to node 1 by node
2, node 1 retransmits the data packet until it receives ACK from node 2. This is
often the case when a specific node varies its transmission power dynamically
(refer Chapter 3). Depending on the functioning of MAC protocol, the amount
of retransmission varies. Higher the retransmission, more energy is expended
and there is huge packet loss [115]. One of the simple solutions is to increase
the Tr of either of the nodes such that they fall within their range. For instance,
when node 1 increases its Tr node 3 detects channel busy condition and will
delay its transmission to node 4. The amount of packet loss and retransmission
because of LowTx is provided in section 5.

4.3.4

Breakage of Low-Power Link is higher

It is a proven fact that low-power links are more susceptible to noise and
multi-path distortion [16]. Temporal links are prone to link failures causing the
routing protocols to generate more control packets to repair/find more stable
links [92][93]. This advertently causes a collision and hence the energy
depletion is faster than expected. Consider a real-time IoT network used for
collecting vital biological signs of patients in hospital [8]. Any delay in
transmitting this information to the concerned technician may result in loss of
life. In these situations, using low-power links may not be appropriate.

4.4

Experimental Setup and Simulation Parameters

In this section, we provide a detailed explanation of our experimental setup
and the simulation parameters used to test the performance of fixed LowTx and
HighTx.
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General Characteristics

Following simulation parameters are kept constant for all the experiments.
 We validate the results for the static network. Once the respective
experiments are started the position of nodes are unchanged.
 Cooja simulator emulating the functionality of TelosB equipped with
the CC2420 transceiver is used. TelosB uses Contiki 2.4 OS.
 To emulate the link failure due to fading of the signal strength as the
distance between the nodes increases, we use Unit Dish Graph Model
(UDGM)[49].
 The duration of experiments is 20 minutes and is run with the 100%
simulation speed.

4.4.2

Network Deployment

We use two network deployments in our experiments to validate our research
objectives. These deployments are derived from real-world implementation.
The transmitter of TelosB, CC2420 can be configured to use mainly eight
different power levels. The output dBm, energy consumed and the distance
corresponding to each level is provided in Table 4.1. These values were
obtained from Cooja simulator.
From Table 4.1, we can infer that for every increase in the transmission
power level, output power varies in the range of 1.3 to 1.4 mA. Similarly, the
transmission range increases approximately by 6 to 7m and interference for Tx
respective doubles.
Table 4.1 Power consumption and communication range of CC2420 transceiver
Power Levels
Parameters
Transmission
Distance (m)

3

7

11

3

10

16

Interference
Distance (m)

6

20

Output Power
(mA)

8.5

9.9

15

19

23

27

31

22

29

34

42

48

31

42

58

68

83

96

11.2

12.5

13.9

15.2

16.5

17.4

Linear deployment of nodes
Figure 4.4 shows the linear deployment of 15 nodes distributed across
140X10 meters. The distance between the nodes (separated by dashed and solid
lines) is 20 and 10 meters respectively. Node 15 represents the sink node and
therefore the data traffic is multi-hopped and aggregated at one point. This type
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of deployment can be found for instance in monitoring the structural health of
Golden Gate Bridge, US [13].

Figure 4.4 Linear deployment of nodes

Figure 4.5 Transmission and interference range obtained for various power
levels

Figure 4.5 provides the information about the number of nodes in the
transmission range (Tr ) and interference range (Ir) at different power levels for
node 1. As we can see from Figure 4.5 that the interference range (dashed line)
is almost double than the transmission range (solid line). From Figure 4.5, we
can get the general perception of how the transmission and interference range
could be for other nodes. The transmission range directly influences the routing
table of specific source node transmitting data to the final destination. Figure
4.5 (a) and 4.5 (b) shows the range (transmission and interference) of Tx levels
11 and 15. Figure 4.5 (c and d) shows the range corresponding to the Tx levels
19 and 23. Similarly, Figure 4.5 (e) represents the Tx levels for 27 and 31. The
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Tx level 3 and 7 (refer Table 4.2) are not used as their respective transmission
range is less than the 10m.

Hybrid deployment of nodes
Figure 4.6 depicts 30 nodes network distributed in 70X90 m with one sink
node (30) placed at the center. This network is hybrid because the data traffic is
both point-to-point for nodes nearer to sink and multi-hop for nodes away from
the sink. This deployment is similar to the wireless sensor network (WSN)
deployed to monitor the ocean [15].

Figure 4.6 Hybrid deployment of nodes

The minimum distance between any given pair of nodes is 10 meters (solid
line). If all the nodes employ Tx level 10, the network will be disconnected. This
is because node 16 cannot be connected to rest of the nodes as its immediate
neighbor is at 20m (dashed lines). Similarly, Tx levels 3 and 7 would not result
in a connected graph. Therefore, the next Tx level that makes the network
connected is 15. To get a general perception on the density of the nodes in
various Tr , Figure 4.7 provides the Tr (solid arrow line) and Ir (dashed arrow
line) range for node 22 for various Tx levels. Colored nodes are in interference
range (Ir ) and non-colored (Tr ) are in transmission range of various Tx.
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Figure 4.7 Transmission and interference range obtained for various power levels

4.4.3

Protocol Stack Configuration

At the application layer, all nodes are programmed to send data at three
different rates –1 packet every 6, 12 secs and 1 packet randomly within 12 secs.
We use RPL as routing protocols for both network deployments. RPL has
gained popularity because it is known to perform well in Low Power and Lossy
network (LLN). In addition, its IPv6 stateless auto configuration, with large
address spacing makes it a worthy candidate for IoT network. Because of its
high acceptance, RPL was a natural choice for our experiments. We chose
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ContikiMAC because it is known to outperform its popular predecessors such as
B-MAC and variants of X-MAC (X-MAC-C, X-MAC-CP, and X-MAC-P) in
terms of latency, retransmission, energy consumption and PDR [97]. Finally, at
the hardware level, all nodes use all the power levels except 3, 7 for linear
deployment and 3, 7 and 11 for a hybrid deployment.

4.5

Results and Discussion

For each data rate (1 packet every 6, 12 secs and 1 packet randomly in 12
secs), routing (RPL) and MAC protocol (ContikiMAC), network deployment
(linear and hybrid), the experiment is conducted for one Tx level. Next, the same
experiment is re-run with different random seed and we increase the Tx to next
level. This refers to one set of experiment. Therefore, in total, we have 18 and
15 experiments for linear deployment and hybrid deployment respectively.
The reliability of the network is represented by PDR that is calculated for
end-to-end communication (source to sink). PDR is defined as a number of
packets received by the sink divided by the total number of packets transmitted
by the source node. Radio duty cycle metric provides the information on the
percentage of time the transceiver was on for the entire duration of the
experiment. Retransmission of packets provides the information about the
collision in the network. In our experiments, by packets we mean the
application data, control messages from routing protocol and the ACK packets
produced by the 802.15.4 protocol on the reception of the packets.

4.5.1

Linear Deployment of 15 nodes

As Tx levels less than 11 (refer Table 4.1) does not connect the network, the
experiment is started from Tx level 11. PDR for the network with various Tx
levels and application data rate is shown in Figure 4.8.
As you can see that for Tx 11, the average PDR is the lowest, around 0.07 for
almost all the data rates. As the Tx levels increase there is a drastic improvement
in the PDR of the network. For Tx 31, we find that the average PDR is 1.
The reason for poor PDR in the case of lower power levels (LowTx) is the
hidden node terminal problem discussed in subsection 4.3.3. In addition, please
note that the simulation uses UDGM radio model that emulates link failure due
to fading of the signal as the node is farther away from the source. When all the
nodes employ Tx level 11, it places the nodes at the very edge of the
transmission range. This results in the formation of unstable links that has a
high degree of failure. When the links fail, the routing protocol repairs the
network by transmitting extra control messages. This extra flow of messages
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overwhelms the network resulting in less delivery of application data to the
sink.

Figure 4.8 Average PDR of the entire linear network for various power levels
and data rate

When the transmit power is high, the radio and its corresponding interference
range are high. As a result, number of nodes is exposed to channel busy
condition in a dense network and therefore they defer their communication.
Hence, the chance of packets arriving at the destination increases. Furthermore,
the quality of the link that is achieved with higher power levels is much more
stable than the lower ones. Hence, the breakage of the links and thereby
generation of control messages are lower. Table 4.2 provides the maximum
(max); average (avg) and minimum (min) network PDR achieved for various
data rates and Tx levels. Average PDR is for the entire network, whereas max
and min PDR is for an individual node.
As you can see from Table 4.2 that for three different data rates, average PDR
increases as the Tx levels increases. The same trend is also observed for max and
min PDR. We also see that the variation in PDR is more for LowTx and they
decrease as Tx rises. At lower Tx levels the Max PDR is 1 and it is because of
the node that is closer (1-hop) to the sink. Except for the PDR of the nodes 13
and 14 that are closer to the sink, PDR of remaining nodes is very low.
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Table 4.2 Max-Avg-Min PDR of the entire linear network for various data rate
Data Rates

1 packet every
12 secs
max

avg

min

max

avg

min

1 packet
randomly in 12
secs
max
avg
min

11
15

1
1

0.07
0.79

0
0.68

1
1

0.07
0.94

0
0.87

1
0.99

0.07
0.98

0
0.96

19
23
27
31

1
1
1
1

0.98
0.98
1
0.99

0.94
0.94
0.97
0.96

1
1
1
1

0.94
0.97
0.97
0.99

0.87
0.92
0.89
0.98

1
1
1
1

0.98
0.99
1
1

0.96
0.98
0.90
0.98

PDR

Transmission
Power (Tx)
levels

1 packet every
6 secs

This indicates that for farther nodes (greater than 2-hops) at lower transmit
power levels, the sink cannot receive data packets because of collision due to
hidden node problem and because the low-power links are more susceptible to
failure.
Retransmission occurs because of collision and it is evident in Figure 4.9
Collision is not solely because of multiple transmitting nodes, the main reason
for it is LowTx that aggravates the hidden node problem. Failure of the lowpowered link is more prominent at LowTx. As the links break, routing protocol
will try to find another alternative route to transmit the data to sink. However,
this comes with the transmission of additional control messages. In addition, if
the MAC protocol such as ContikiMAC has retransmission enabled, then more
packets ( both application data and control messages from routing layer) are
retransmitted until ACK is received from the recipient [76].
In Figure 4.9, we find that as Tx level increases stepwise, there is a gradual
linear reduction in a number of packets sent across at various data rate. For a
data rate of one packet every 12 secs, the number of packets that are
retransmitted for HighTx (31) is 28.5% less than the retransmissions at LowTx
(11). Similarly, for a data rate of one packet every 6 secs; the retransmission is
21.32% less in the case of HighTx compared to LowTx (11). For the data rate of
one packet sent randomly in 12 secs, the retransmission is 11% less in HighTx
compared to LowTx (11). Compared to three different data rates, retransmission
is the highest when nodes transmit one packet every 6 secs followed by one
packet randomly sent in 12 secs. The reason for this lies in the frequency of data
transmitted.
Higher the frequency, higher is the rate of collision (more prominent at
LowTx) and hence more time is required by the MAC layer of the pair of nodes
to synchronize its communication.
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Figure 4.9 Retransmitted packets in the entire linear network for various power
levels and data rate

Figure 4.10 Duty cycle of the entire linear network for various power levels and
data rate

When the data rate is random, the MAC protocol of the receiving nodes
cannot easily synchronize its sleep-wake up time interval according to the
transmission from intermediate nodes.
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It is desired to have high PDR. However, the cost in terms of energy to
achieve it must be minimal. We expect that the energy consumption of the
network to be less at LowTx. However, this is not the case as we find in Figure
4.10. This is because as the number of retransmission increases the duty cycle
of the nodes eventually increases. From Figure 4.10 we find that the duty cycle
of nodes while transmitting with HighTx is less by 16.72%, 19.20%, and
13.12% compared to LowTx for one packet sent every 12, 6 and one packets
randomly sent in 12 secs respectively. The retransmission is more with lower
power levels as hidden node problems cause the MAC protocols to retransmit
more packets. As the nodes are kept in transmit and listen mode for a longer
duration at a higher data rate (6 secs), the duty cycle being elevated is expected.

4.5.2

Hybrid Deployment of 15 nodes

If we refer to the Figure 4.6 in subsection 4.4.2, we find that employing Tx
levels below 15 would not result in a connected graph and therefore the
experiments for 30 nodes circular deployment is started from Tx level 15. The
perception that PDR of relatively large network falls due to a collision at
HighTx is false. This is evident in Figure 4.11 that provides PDR of the network
for various data rates. Compared to MaxTx (31), PDR of the network at LowTx
(15) is less by 37%, 63%, and 31% for one packet sent every 12, 6 and 1 packet
randomly in 12 secs respectively. The reason for this is the same as we provided
in the previous section. The lowest Tx for linear deployment is 11, whereas for
hybrid deployment it is 15. Compared to PDR at Tx, level 11 for linear
deployment, the PDR at Tx level 15 for hybrid deployment is 88%, 80% and
89% more for a packet sent at 12, 6 and one packet randomly sent in 12secs
respectively. This is because the number of nodes at 1– hop distance from the
sink that can be reached with LowTx (15) in hybrid deployment is more than its
counterpart.
Table 4.3 provides the max-avg-min network PDR range for various data
rates. If we refer to the max-avg-min table of the linear deployment, we find
that in linear deployment the variation reduces from Tx level 15. However, this
is not the case with a hybrid deployment.
The variation shortens after Tx level 23 for all the data rates. This is because
the network is large and to mitigate collision due to the hidden-node problem,
higher transmit power is required. At higher transmit power, more nodes fall in
the transmission range, and hence more nodes will defer their communication
causing lesser deviation in PDR and lesser retransmission of packets.
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Figure 4.11 Average PDR of the entire hybrid network for various power levels
and data rates
Table 4.3 Max-Avg-Min PDR of the hybrid network for various data rate
Data Rates

PDR
Transmission Power
(Tx) levels

1 packet every 12
secs

1 packet every 6
secs

1 packet randomly
in 12 secs

15

max
0.92

avg
0.61

min
0

max
0.68

avg
0.36

min
0

max
0.95

avg
0.69

min
0

19
23

0.95
1

0.7
0.98

0.32
0.87

0.77
1

0.55
0.96

0.39
0.49

0.99
1

0.93
0.99

0.82
0.92

27

1

0.99

0.94

1

0.99

0.98

1

1

0.99

31

1

0.97

0.7

1

0.99

0.94

1

1

0.99

The trend with retransmitted packets for hybrid deployment as shown in
Figure 4.12 is similar to that of linear deployment. Compared to the
retransmission at LowTx (15), the retransmission at HighTx (31) for one packet
sent every 12, 6 and 1 packet randomly sent in 12 secs is less by 89%, 93%, and
89% respectively.
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Figure 4.12 Retransmitted packets in the entire hybrid network for various
power levels and data rate

Figure 4.13 Duty cycle of the entire hybrid network for various power levels and
data rate

If we observe the Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 depicting a number of
retransmitted packets and the duty cycle for the hybrid network, we find that at
higher transmit power they decrease substantially. We find that the duty cycle
of nodes while transmitting with HighTx (31) is less by 35%, 55% and 33%
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compared to LowTx (15) for 1 packet every 12, 6 and 1 packet randomly in 12
secs respectively. In both deployments, at higher transmit power levels; the duty
cycle is lesser for random data rates.
This is a desirable property to have, as most of the IoT networks are eventbased. By transmitting only data of interest, the network will consume less
energy. However, it is necessary to study how MAC protocol in the pair of
nodes can synchronize its sleep-wake time interval at random data rate. Our
study shows that even at higher transmit power levels, retransmission in the
network, the duty cycle of the nodes does not increase.
Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 shows the power consumption of the transceiver
for different deployment scenarios. The drop in the energy consumption is in
line with the duty cycle of the nodes for different deployment scenarios.

Figure 4.14 Power consumption of all the transceivers for linear deployment

Figure 4.15 Power consumption of all the transceivers for hybrid deployment
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we studied the performance of the networks in terms of PDR,
duty cycle and collision rate for various data rate and transmission powers. The
main research objective of this chapter was to investigate if there is a trade-off
in terms of reliability and energy consumption between LowTx and HighTx. Our
experiments show that low power links are more susceptible to failures than
high power ones. LowTx causes more collision in the network because of the
hidden-node problem. The general misconception is that the sensor nodes
employing HighTx increase the chances of collision, resulting in higher
retransmission and energy utilization. However, we observed that compared to
HighTx, LowTx fares poorly across all the metrics. This suggests that node
employing Tx that places most of the nodes in its transmission range is the
optimal Tx as it thwarts hidden-node problem in a dense network with multiple
transmitting nodes. The routing and MAC protocol used was RPL and
ContikiMAC. In the future one may consider investigating the performance of
the network with other popular routing protocols such as Ad-Hoc On Demand
Distance Vector (AODV), Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) etc. and MAC
protocols such as B-MAC, X-MAC etc. at various power levels and data rate.

Chapter 5 Assessment of Non-Machine
Learning Algorithms for Transmission
Power Control

The existing TPC schemes adjust the transmission power (Tx) mostly reacting
to changes in link quality between communicating nodes. Proactive TPC has
been proposed in the recent past, as reactive TPC does not predict the fall in the
link quality between a pair of nodes. Early prediction of link quality can
increase the reliability of the link between the nodes as Tx can be adjusted
accordingly beforehand to compensate the degradation in the propagation
medium. Although popular machine learning algorithms such as Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) etc. could be used for link
quality prediction, they require a large amount of training samples for training
them before they are capable of predicting. In addition, implementing them in
popular embedded IoT devices such as TelosB, MicaZ, and Econotag etc. is
challenging due to their hardware limitations.
Considering the time required for collecting the data, training the learning
model and hardware limitation of IoT devices, learning algorithms are not the
best choice. Therefore, the main objective of this chapter is to investigate other
alternatives to learning algorithms. To this end, this chapter addresses the
following research objective mentioned in chapter 1
(RO4) Which other non-machine learning algorithms can predict the link
variation?
This chapter provides a comprehensive analysis of prediction accuracy and
ease of configuration of some of the many non-machine learning algorithms
such as Discrete Kalman Filter (DKF), Exponentially Weighted Moving
Average (EWMA), Simple Moving Average (SMA), and Weighted Moving
Average (WMA) that could be employed in a proactive TPC technique. These
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algorithms are chosen because they can be easily implemented in resource
constraint sensor nodes. In addition, they do not require tweaking of multiple
parameters. Linear Regression (LR) is used to show a number of training
samples required by a batch based machine-learning algorithms.
Experiments indicate that the prediction accuracy of DKF has the least
forecasting error and outperforms the prediction accuracy of all other
algorithms under discussion. Amongst moving average algorithms, the
prediction accuracy of WMA is significantly better and linear regression
algorithm has the worst performance. Evaluating the cost involved in terms of
operational uptime, ease of configuration and implementation, WMA is the best
algorithm for implementing proactive TPC.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 highlights the
demerits of employing machine-learning algorithms for TPC. Section 5.2
provides the information about the experimental setup. Section 5.3 presents the
characteristics of input data. Section 5.4 briefly introduces the algorithms
evaluated. Section 5.5 provides the information about the evaluation metrics.
Section 5.6 provides the performance evaluation in terms of prediction accuracy
of the algorithms in the discussion. In Section 5.7, the conclusion is provided.

5.1 Drawbacks of Employing Machine-Learning for
TPC
Supervised learning has two phases - Data collection and training phase. In
the former phase, data (link quality of communication medium) is collected
over a period. For instance, learning algorithms such as Locally Weighted
Projection Regression requires a large number of data samples to make a decent
prediction [116]. In the latter phase, the learning model is trained to identify
low, average, or good link quality value. These two phases are time-consuming
processes and given the energy constraint of the IoT devices, supervised
learning does not offer a scalable solution for predicting the link quality in a
short period in a dense network.
The major demerit of many IoT devices currently used in a sensor network is
the unavailability of floating point math units. Learning algorithms such as
SVM, Logistic regression requires floating math units for their computation
[63]. To overcome this disadvantage, fixed-point math is used. However, usage
of fixed point math has drawbacks in terms of overflow and underflow with
multiplication and division operations that could lead to error in prediction
[117]. An algorithm such as Naïve Bayes requires each training instance to be
visited and each of its features counted for predicting every new data points.
This feature of the algorithm delays the prediction capability and puts a load on
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the memory requirement. Many of the network-embedded devices have as little
as 10kb RAM.
The values of link quality metrics such as Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) are non-linear in nature. The usage of an algorithm such as Naïve Bayes
and SVM with linear mapping function may result in inferior prediction
[118][84]. Table 5.1 highlights some of the drawbacks of prominent learning
algorithms that are used in Wireless Sensor Network.
Table 5.1 Drawback of popular machine learning algorithms
Machine Learning Algorithms
Locally Weighted Project Regression
Logistic Regression

Support Vector Machine

Naïve Bayes

Neural Networks

Decision Tree

5.2

Drawbacks
Requires large data samples
Requires
vector multiplication
and
sigmoid function calculation. This is not
feasible in resource constraint device [63]
Selection of suitable kernel, Parameter
values, and appropriate error cost is
difficult [119]
Each training instance needs to be visited
and each of its features counted for
prediction
High computational cost for learning
makes it non pervasive in distributed
environment such as WSN [120]
Performs well only with linearly separable
data [120]

Experimental Set-up

In order to check the accuracy of prediction algorithms, the link quality data
collected from the spatially varying real-world scenarios were used. The
experiments were performed using TelosB motes having CC2420 radio chipset
in two different real-world conditions such as [16]
 Connected Region: Here the link quality between the sensors is often
good and stable.
 Transitional Region: In this region, link quality between the sensors is
very unstable and hence unreliable.
The extent of these regions depends mainly on the environment - indoor and
outdoor [121]. Hence, the connected and transitional regions for experiments
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were achieved by varying the distance between the transmitting (Tx) and
receiving (Rx) nodes in indoor and outdoor settings. The deployments were in
actual office and street environments with high human mobility.
Figure 5.1 represents the system setup that was used for the experiment. The
data from Tx is received by Rx and transferred to a laptop via USB port. The
laptop contains various algorithms that forecast the quality of the link. Table 5.2
provides the distance between Tx and Rx for various scenarios.

Figure 5.1 Experimental setup

For the transitional indoor region (scenario 1), the distance between Tx and Rx
was set to 11.50 meters. For the transitional outdoor region (scenario 2), the
distance between Tx and Rx was set to 18.70 meters.
In the connected indoor region (scenario 3), the distance between Tx and Rx
was set to 5 meters. The distance between Tx and Rx in the connected outdoor
region (scenario 4), was set to 8.7 meters respectively.
Table 5.2 Distance of Tx from Rx
Region
Transitional Outdoor
(scenario 1)
Transitional Indoor
(scenario 2)
Connected Indoor
(scenario 3)
Connected Outdoor
(scenario 4)

Distance from Tx from Rx
18.70m
11.50m
5m
8.7m

The distances between the sensors from each other were chosen randomly to
match the realistic WSN deployment. This provided us the platform to check
the prediction accuracy of the selected algorithms in varying conditions.
Finally, following settings were kept constant for the entire experiments
1. For every one second, Tx node was configured to send 28 bytes of data
to Rx on the default channel 26 as specified by CC2420.
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2. Default maximum transmission power level of 31 as specified by
CC2420 was used by the Tx. This power level corresponds to 0dBm.
3. The battery power of Tx and Rx node was set to 3V.
4. Once the position of Tx and Rx was set, their position was not altered
during the course of nodes sending the packets. Thus, the sensor
network was static.
5. Algorithms under discussion were run on normal laptops off-line.
We used RSSI for analyzing the link quality between the nodes. In CC2420,
the RSSI is calculated over eight symbols and stores the result in
RSSI.RSSI_VAL register [122]. Texas Instrument uses the following equation
5.1 to calculate the received signal power in dBm.

P  RSSI _ VAL  RSSI _ OFFSET

(5.1)

Empirically it is found that RSSI_OFFSET value is set to -45 dBm [28].
RSSI_VAL refers to the obtained RSSI value. Experiments show that LQI must
be averaged over many samples before it can really estimate the link quality
[16]. This is also the case with Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). Therefore, RSSI
was used as an input for algorithms under discussion.

5.3

Characteristics of Input Data

Figure 5.2 provides the histogram of received signal strength index (bin size
of 5 dBm) derived from 120 packets transmitted over two minutes.
Table 5.3 Standard deviation and variance of RSSI values
Region

Standard Deviation

Variation

Transitional Outdoor

2.62

6.86

Transitional Indoor

3.4

12.24

Connected Indoor

2.7

7.5

Connected Outdoor

2.0

4.5
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From Figure 5.2(a), Figure 5.2(b) and Table 5.3, we can infer that the
variation in RSSI is significant for at least two regions –Transitional Indoor and
Outdoor. This is an indication that the channel condition can vary instantly and
there is a genuine need to forecast the link quality and adjust the power level to
ensure good communication reliability.

Figure 5.2 Frequency distribution of RSSI values in various scenarios

5.4

Overview of Algorithms Evaluated

In this section, we briefly explain five algorithms that can be used in TPC.
All the methods below use collected RSSI values Xi , to forecast the next RSSI
̂ 𝑡 , at any time slot t.
value 𝑋
1. Simple Moving Average (SMA) [21]: Is the unweighted mean of the last
N RSSI values. The next RSSI value is forecasted by summing the series of past
RSSI values as shown in equation 5.2. Xt-i is the past RSSI value at time t-i
where 1≤i≤N.
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(5.2)

2. Weighted Moving Average (WMA): Applies weight to all past N RSSI
linearly. This implies that the latest RSSI values Xt-1 , Xt-2 …, Xt-N are given more
weightage and has the impact that is more significant on the average value than
the previous RSSI values. The equation for WMA is shown in equation 5.3.

Xt 

N * X t 1   N  1 * X t 2  X t  N
N   N  1  1

(5.3)

3. Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) [123]: Similar to
WMA, as shown in equation 5.4, EWMA is a weighted average of the last N
RSSI values. However, the weight decreases exponentially with each incoming
RSSI.

X t  ( X t 1 )  1    St 1

(5.4)

Here, X̂t is the value of RSSI at time slot t, S t is the exponential moving
average at time t. α is a smoothing factor and can take values between 0≤α≤1.
By choosing appropriate α value, EWMA can be made sensitive to a small
variation in RSSI.
4. Linear Regression (LR) [124] is used for modelling the relationship
between dependent variables (RSSI values Xt-1 ) and an independent variable
(time). Mathematically, LR is represented as shown in equation 5.5

X̂t  β1Xt 1  β N Xt N  εi ; i=1,2,..N

(5.5)

5. Kalman Filter (KL) [125]: For static wireless network, the value of RSSI
was modelled as shown in equation 5.6 [83]

X t  X t 1  Wt 1

(5.6)

̂
𝑍𝑡 = ̂
𝑋𝑡 + 𝑉𝑡
Where X̂t represents the RSSI at time slot t and 𝑍̂𝑡 is the RSSI measurement
calculated when the packet is received at time slot t. The noise in the process of
Xt and the measurement noise in Zt is modelled as Gaussian processes Wt-1 ~ N
(0, Q) and Vt ~N (0, R) respectively. The value of Q is the variance of the RSSI
values of the broadcast messages sent by sensor nodes during the initialization
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process. R is the variance of the measurement noise in dBm calculated by the
sensor nodes before the transmission.

5.5

Performance Evaluation Metrics

As discussed earlier, WSN does not operate in a deterministic environment
[17]. Therefore, the algorithms used in proactive TPC must be robust enough to
forecast the behavior of the link quality. In order to evaluate the prediction
accuracy of the algorithms mentioned in section 5.4, following statistical
formulas are used.
1. Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE): MAPE is the summation of
the absolute difference of forecasted values X̂t and eventual outcomes Xi
divided by a total number of N RSSI values. The value of MAPE ranges from
zero to infinity. A predictor having MAPE value of zero is considered an ideal
prediction algorithm. MAPE is represented as shown in equation 5.7

100 N X t  X t

N t 1 X t

(5.7)

2. Mean Forecast Error (MFE): MFE is an indicator of forecasting bias and
is calculated as shown in equation 5.8

Xt  Xt
t 1
N
N



(5.8)

An ideal MFE would be zero. If MFE is greater than zero, it indicates that the
prediction algorithm has under-forecasted and if MFE is less than zero, the
prediction algorithm has over-forecasted.
3. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): Calculates the standard deviation of
the differences between the observed values 𝑋𝑡 and predicted values ̂
X t . It is
calculated as shown in equation 5.9

(Xt  Xt )

t 1
N

2

N

(5.9)
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Large errors in the forecast have more impact on the value of RMSE than the
small errors. The value of RMSE range between zero to infinity. The estimating
algorithm having an RMSE of value zero is known to be ideal. The assessed
algorithms were configured as follows

1. N is initialized as the total number of RSSI values of each data packets
minus the total number of training RSSI values of corresponding data
packets.
2. The performance of WMA is evaluated by setting the weight to 2 and 3.
3. The performance of EWMA is evaluated by setting α to 0.9 and 0.6.
4. β the regression coefficient for the linear regression was calculated from
the RSSI values corresponding to 30 and 20 data packets respectively.

5.6

Evaluation of Algorithms

5.6.1

Performance of SMA and WMA

Table 5.4 provides the prediction accuracy of SMA and WMA in four
different scenarios. Two periods and three periods in the Tables 5.4 and 5.5
represent the number of RSSI values of corresponding data packets required by
the algorithms before predicting the subsequent RSSI values. (Periods also refer
to the training data sample).
Table 5.4 Prediction errors of SMA and WMA
Algorithms Accuracy Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
Metrics
2 period
MAPE
2.04
1.28
3.68
3.11
SMA
MFE
-0.04
0.09
-0.06
-0.03
RMSE
1.81
1.46
2.95
2.34
2 period
MAPE
2.05
1.21
3.74
3.03
WMA
MFE
-0.04
0.08
-0.06
-0.02
RMSE
1.86
1.40
2.94
2.32
3 period
MAPE
1.99
1.37
0.16
3.23
SMA
MFE
-0.05
0.12
-0.06
-0.04
RMSE
1.77
1.56
2.74
2.38
3 period
MAPE
1.99
1.29
3.47
3.08
WMA
MFE
-0.04
0.10
-0.05
-0.03
RMSE
1.79
1.45
2.78
2.31

From Table 5.4, we find that the statistical value of metrics of 3 periods
WMA is better than its counterparts in various spatially varying scenarios.
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These statistical values indicate that the forecasting accuracy of the moving
average algorithms in TPC can be enhanced by increasing the number of
periods and by providing more weightage to the latest RSSI values.
However, increasing the number of periods means all the sensor nodes must
perform longer initialization phase wherein each sensor node broadcast packets
equal to the number of periods before the actual communication. This indicates
that network will spend more time in initialization phase transmitting additional
probe packets and hence there is an increase in the power consumption.
Therefore, there is a trade-off between increasing the prediction accuracy and
reducing the transmission cost.

5.6.2

Performance of EWMA

Table 5.5 provides the comparison between EWMA with different smoothing
factor (α) values for various scenarios. As we can understand from Table 5.5,
increasing the smoothing factor α does not necessarily improve the prediction
accuracy. The reason for this is that if we give α value closer to one, more
weightage is given only to the recent dataset. The choice of having appropriate
smoothing factor is often a difficult task and it determines the accuracy of
EWMA. Necessary details to choose an appropriate smoothing factor is
provided in [126].
Table 5.5 Prediction errors of EWMA
Algorithms
2 period
EWMA
(α=0.6)
2 period
EWMA
(α=0.94)

Accuracy Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Metrics
MAPE
2.06
1.28
MFE
-0.07
0.09
RMSE
1.84
0.30
MAPE
2.2
1.15
MFE
-0.03
0.06
RMSE
2.08
1.37

Scenario 3
2.96
-0.03
2.24
3.04
-0.01
2.43

Scenario 4
3.68
-0.06
2.95
3.99
-0.04
3.12

Like SMA and WMA, EWMA with smoothing factors 0.6 and 0.94 utilizes a
minimal amount of packets during the initialization phase. However, the
prediction accuracy of two periods EWMA with α=0.94 and α=0.6 is not good
compared to both two and three periods SMA and WMA. Obtaining appropriate
α value is not straightforward and needs more trial and error approach. Hence,
when it comes to ease of configuration, EWMA falls short. One way to increase
the prediction accuracy is to increase period size. However, this will result in a
prolonged initialization phase with an uptick in power consumption.
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Performance of Linear Regression

From Table 5.6, we can infer that the linear regression has the worst
performance. While testing the prediction accuracy of linear regression, we
found that considerable amount of RSSI values are required (more than 30
packets) before predicting future RSSI values with minimum statistical errors.
As shown in Table 5.7, any packets less than 30, significantly increases the
statistical errors.
Table 5.6 Prediction errors of linear regression with β calculated from 30 RSSI
values
Algorithms
Linear
Regression

Accuracy
Metrics
MAPE
MFE
RMSE

Scenario 1

Scenario 2 Scenario 3

12.70
7.80
8.78

10.01
-6.45
8.61

8.51
4.55
5.36

Scenario 4
12.82
6.88
8.19

Table 5.7 Prediction errors of linear regression with β calculated from 20 RSSI
values
Algorithms
Linear
Regression

Accuracy Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Metrics
MAPE
20.57
12.25
MFE
12.71
-8.44
RMSE
14.53
10.87

Scenario 3
28.05
15.91
17.52

Scenario 4
14.90
8.16
9.72

The reason behind the bad performance lies in fitting the line to already
available RSSI values. In linear regression, the slope that is used to fit the data
points is not updated as new data arrive. In order to improve the accuracy, we
need a mechanism such as a sliding window that aids in updating the slope, as
new data points are available [127].

5.6.4

Performance of Kalman Filter

From Table 5.8 we can conclude that Discrete Kalman filter gives the best
accuracy in different realistic scenarios when compared to all the algorithms
discussed. Three packets were made available (3 periods) to Kalman filter
before predicting the future RSSI values. To get the accurate prediction as
shown in Table 5.8, every node must calculate the variance in noise. To
calculate the variance in the noise, R x node must be in listening mode for the
longer duration. Many IoT devices such as TelosB, MicaZ, and Econotag
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consume more energy in listen-mode than in transmit-mode. This could be
considered as a demerit of using Kalman filter.
Table 5.8 Prediction errors of Kalman Filter
Algorithms
Discrete
Kalman Filter

5.7

Accuracy Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Metrics
MAPE
0.80
0.10
3.73
MFE
-0.03
0.02
-0.11
RMSE
0.91
0.26
3.26

Scenario 4
3.53
-0.09
2.62

Conclusions

In this chapter, drawbacks of employing supervised learning in resource
constraint wireless embedded devices were highlighted. One of the drawbacks
is related to the time-consuming process of gathering data and training the
prediction model before they become operational. The second drawback is
associated with the hardware limitations.
As non-machine learning algorithms such as variants of moving average and
discrete Kalman filter are easy to configure and implement in low-power
embedded devices, these algorithms were chosen and their prediction accuracy
was evaluated in the spatially varying realistic environment. Testing in four
different environmental settings, we found that Discrete Kalman Filter has the
best accuracy. Although Kalman Filter has best accurate in finding the future
link quality with minimum communication and configuration overhead, it needs
the variance in the noise floor that can be obtained from SNR. Computing SNR
involves a high cost in terms of communication power because the radio must
be kept in listening mode for prolonged period.
The accuracy of WMA is the second best followed by SMA. Although their
accuracy is lower than that of Discrete Kalman Filter it can be improved by
marginally increasing the packets (two or three packets) broadcasted in the
initialization phase.
EWMA is the third best algorithm in terms of forecasting accuracy because it
does not outperform SMA and WMA. The smoothing factor α plays a crucial
role in the efficiency of EWMA and configuring it is not a straightforward
approach. Hence, the network must be put through a testing phase before it is
deployed to get appropriate α value.
As RSSI variation is not linear, linear regression has the worst performance
compared to the other algorithms. Although the regression model is provided
with ten times more data points (RSSI values) during initialization phase
compared to other algorithms, the least square approach employed in regression
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to construct the line that fits the data fails. Employing non-linear regression
model such as polynomial regression may be considered in the future to predict
the link quality.
As discrete Kalman filter employs SNR that requires nodes to spend extra
energy as they are kept in the listen-mode more than default case and given the
prolonged configuration phase involved in enhancing the prediction accuracy of
EWMA, We find WMA to be the optimal algorithm to be utilized in proactive
TPC for resource constraint sensor nodes.

Chapter 6 Data Aware Transmission
Power Control (DA-TPC)

Reactive TPC algorithms such as ODTPC, AODPTC collect network metrics
such as RSSI, LQI, and PDR for certain time window w. Based on the deviation
of the specified metric from a predefined threshold level, transmission power
(Tx) is recommended by the receiving node. As discussed in chapter 3, this
reactive model of TPC is known to impede the network performance with a
static routing protocol such as ContikiMesh. In addition, the performance of the
individual node involved in TPC is also below average. Although reactive TPC
with a dynamic routing protocol such as Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) at
lower layer performs marginally better at the individual node level, it consumes
more energy compared to ContikiMesh.
Furthermore, metrics such as RSSI, LQI that are utilized as an input for TPC
algorithms are sensitive to environmental conditions. Therefore, TPC
algorithms to learn the variation in environmental condition perform a lengthy
and energy inefficient initialization phase. Employing these sensitive
parameters tightly couples the TPC to specific conditions and hence lot of trial
and error phase is needed to make the TPC work when the network is deployed
to a new location. This makes TPC algorithms non-generic.
TPC algorithms proposed in the literature employ Tx level just enough to
connect to an immediate neighbor. These low power links are prone to failure
due to internal interference. In addition, it was experimentally shown in chapter
4 that when an individual node in the network selfishly choses a low
transmission power (LowTx) it alleviates the hidden-node problem. This causes
a collision in the network when there multiple transmitting nodes and hence
more packets are retransmitted at the expense of higher energy consumption.
Keeping these relevant problems in mind, this chapter addresses the following
research objective mentioned in chapter 1
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(RO5) Which another alternative metric can be used by the TPC algorithms to
change the Tx?
To this end, this chapter proposes a novel sender-side Data Aware
Transmission Power Control (DA-TPC) algorithm that uses priority of the data
rather than sensitive parameters such as RSSI as the decision point to adjust the
Tx. DA-TPC has a shorter initialization phase and selects appropriate Tx that
reduce the hidden-node problem. Experiments conducted show that the nodes
employing DA-TPC perform better than reactive TPC in terms of Packet
Delivery Ratio (PDR), latency and energy consumption. In addition, the results
also reveal that frequent fluctuation of Tx by DA-TPC does not affect the
performance of the entire network as it does in the case of reactive TPC.
In section 6.1 drawbacks of TPC model proposed in the literature is outlined.
Overview of the DA-TPC algorithm is outlined in section 6.2. Various
components of DA-TPC are presented in section 6.3. Section 6.4 provides
information on experimental setup. Results are discussed in section 6.5. Finally,
conclusion and future work is outlined in section 6.6

6.1

Drawbacks of TPC Model

The general working of TPC algorithms discussed in the literature is
elaborated in Figure 6.1. In Figure 6.1, all the nodes N; where N=n1, n2... n5 in
the network perform initialization phase.

Figure 6.1 Receiver side link quality based TPC design

Consider a subset of the network that consists a pair of nodes (n1, n2)
encircled with dashed line. The node n1 broadcasts a certain amount of probe
messages to the receiver node n2 using different transmission power (Tx) levels
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supported by specific radio transceiver of the sensor node. Node n2 then builds
a model that reflects the correlation between the transmission power and the
link quality. Based on the knowledge inferred from the model, node n2
recommends specific power level to node n1 (shown by dashed lines in Figure
6.1) to use for future communication in case there is a variation in the link
quality in course of time. This generic TPC design has following drawbacks
1. Building a model on the receiver node that accurately correlates the Tx with
link quality consumes high Tx. This is because a significant amount of probe
packets has to be sent from the sender node. Furthermore, initialization
performed by all the nodes at different time slots results in the delay the
network becomes fully operational [57]. Experiments show that in some
environments, the even long initialization phase is not sufficient to predict the
behavior of link quality between the pair of nodes [33]. ATPC, PCBL are some
of the TPC algorithms that employ prolonged initialization phase [68][54].
2. As there is overhead involved in the initialization phase, some of the TPC
algorithms such as ART, P-TPC skips the initialization phase and directly
employ PDR metric of the actual transmitted data to recommend the change in
the Tx level. However, substantial amount PDR values are required to estimate
the link quality [79]. This indicates that reaction to change in the link quality is
slow and reactive.
3. As a substantial amount of PDR values are needed to estimate the link
quality, TPC algorithm such as ODTPC employs RSSI to assess the link quality
on per packet basis [57]. However, adopting it as a network metric for the
initialization phase is more error prone [46]. This is especially the case when all
the nodes simultaneously perform the initialization phase to reduce the time the
network actually becomes operational to transmit sensor data. RSSI is the
summation of the signal strength and the noise floor. The noise floor is the
transmission signal from another adjacent pair of nodes that are not directly in
communication. To calculate noise floor the nodes must be in energy inefficient
listen-mode for a longer duration. Therefore, utilization of RSSI as a metric by
the receiver nodes to calculate the Tx level to be adopted by the sender nodes is
not appropriate.
4. TPC algorithms such as ODTPC, MODTPC recommends a Tx to its
respective neighbors that are just enough to maintain a communication link
between them [128]. To conserve the energy this seems to be a valid solution
only when every node in the network is scheduled to send their respective data
at fixed time slots to avoid interference. However, when the network comprises
of multiple source nodes transmitting data simultaneously, the link established
with bare minimum Tx tend to break more often (refer chapter 3). This results in
the frequent adjustment of Tx more often than required causing unstable
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network. In addition, selection of LowTx by the nodes gives rise to hidden-node
problem (refer chapter 4).
5. As a part of an effort to maintain certain network topology, prominent
routing protocols such as RPL, AODV, and CTP transmit control messages
quite often. As extensively discussed in chapter 3, a number of control
messages can increase substantially when there is a frequent adjustment of Tx
causing instability in the network [35]. There is a potential risk of disrupting
previously well-connected network due to the collision. As a result, routing
protocols may take extra time and energy to readjust and find a new best route.
6. A receiver based TPC (TPC that employ RSSI, LQI, SNR, PDR, ETX
metrics) consume more energy because the receiver node must recommend
appropriate Tx to the source node. Control messages from the routing layer
along with frequent piggybacking of the Tx level recommendation from the
receiver node can drain the battery of the nodes sooner.
7. All the metrics (e.g. RSSI, LQI, SNR) discussed so far are either sensitive
to an environmental condition or employing them as an input to TPC makes
them slow and reactive to changes in a propagation medium (e.g. PDR, ETX).
Due to the uniqueness of a location where the IoT network is deployed, link
quality threshold level may differ. As a result, calibrating them is often a trial
and error task that is time consuming and hence TPC algorithms become nongeneric.

6.2

Overview of DA-TPC

To overcome the disadvantages mentioned in the previous section, DA-TPC
algorithm is proposed. Unlike other TPC algorithms such as P-TPC, ART that is
window based TPC, DA-TPC is a sender-side per-packet based TPC algorithm
that establishes a strong link between a pair of nodes making it more robust to
changing environmental conditions. Instead of using variation in link quality as
a trigger to adjust the Tx level, the priority of the individual data is used as the
only metric to make a decision to boost the transmitting power.
As shown in Figure 6.2, application layer tags the data that it receives from
the sensors with a specific priority. Based on the tagged information,
appropriate Tx level and routing protocol is activated at the lower layers. For
instance, if the temperature of the room is classified as high priority data once it
reaches an unusual level. If the temperature of the room is within an expected
pre-defined level it is classified as a low priority data. In the case of high
priority data, DA-TPC boosts the Tx to the maximum level to make sure that the
critical (high priority) data reaches the destination with a higher guarantee. The
reliability of low priority data is achieved by the selection of Tx during the
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initialization phase that ensures establishment of strong link between a pair of
nodes.

Figure 6.2 Block Diagram of TPC

The design of DA-TPC fulfils following design goals mentioned in chapter 1
a) Minimal communication overhead
b) Minimal effect on other layers such as routing and MAC
c) Capability of instantly and accurately predicting the variation in the
sensor data and recommending an appropriate Tx

6.3

Components of DA-TPC

DA-TPC is implemented in TelosB motes with a CC2420 transceiver running
Contiki OS. DA-TPC has three main components as shown in Figure 6.3

Figure 6.3 Components of DA-TPC
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The purpose of the initialization phase is to discover neighboring nodes at the
boot up and determine Tx level to use to relay low priority data. After
initialization phase, the anomaly detection component at the application layer is
responsible for checking the priority of the data. If the priority of the data is
low, then Tx selected at the initialization phase is used. Else, to enhance the
reliability of the link, maximum Tx available in the transceiver is selected to
transmit high priority data. However, increase in Tx does not increase the
contention in the network (refer section 6.5). Although appropriate Tx is set at
anomaly detection phase, it is executed at the layer 1(physical layer). After
tagging the data, routing component is executed to multi-hop the data from the
source to destination.

6.3.1

Working of Initialization Component of DA-TPC

The main purpose of initialization phase is to determine a Tx level to be used
by the routing protocol to relay low priority data. All nodes in the network
perform initialization phase, where each node advertises a probe packet. To
learn the variation of link quality, TPC algorithms presented in Table 6.1
transmit a large amount of probe packets at all available power levels. A
detailed list of the Tx levels used by the CC2420 transceiver is provided in Table
6.2 [71].
Table 6.1 Partial list of TPC algorithms with prolonged initialization phase
TPC algorithms

Packets sent at initialization phase

ATPC [68]
Distributed TPC [109]

Approx. 2048 packets per pair of nodes
Approx. 1622 packets per pair of nodes

Probe based TPC [41]

Approx. 10242 packets per pair of nodes

Table 6.2 Power consumption and their communication range for CC2420
TelosB Tx
levels
parameter
values
Distance (m)
Output
power (mA)

3

7

11

15

19

23

27

31

3
8.5

10
9.9

16
11.2

22
12.5

29
13.9

34
15.2

40
16.5

48
17.4

A prolonged initialization phase not only delays the operational time, it also
consumes a lot of energy. One of the simplest methods to conserve energy of
the nodes is to use only a subset of the Tx levels. A WSN deployment technician
would know the approximate distance the nodes are placed from one another.
Designing the algorithm based on this fact and knowing the communication
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range offered by each Tx level of the respective transceiver, one can avoid
broadcasting probe packets at every Tx level and thereby consume more energy
as it is done in various other TPC algorithms. DA-TPC assumes that the
distance between each sensor node is already known and therefore it uses only a
subset of Tx levels. Therefore, DA-TPC has a minimal communication
overhead. For example, as a proof of concept in this chapter, only three Tx levels
(11, 15, and 19) out of 8 available Tx levels provided by the CC2420 transceiver
were employed to transmit probe packets during the initialization phase. These
packets contain the subset of Tx level values that was used to transmit it.
During boot up, all nodes perform the initialization phase simultaneously by
broadcasting three probe packets every three seconds at Tx levels 11, 15, 19
respectively. The neighboring nodes that are within the transmission range of
the subset of Tx levels receive unique probe packets from a specific node and
store the corresponding Tx levels and their node id.
Consider a small network as shown in Figure 6.4. For instance, let us assume
we are interested to find Tx level selected by node D at initialization phase.
Node D receives only one unique packet per Tx level from all the neighboring
nodes (A, B and C).
Since initialization phase is performed simultaneously by all the nodes, due to
the collision, let us assume that only the packet sent at Tx level 11 by node A is
received by node D and corresponding packets sent at level 15 and 19 are lost.
Similarly, let us assume that the probe packet sent by node B only at Tx level 19
is received by node D. Likewise due to the collision, node C packet sent at level
15 alone is received by the node D.

Figure 6.4 Working of Initialization phase of DA-TPC

Node D constructs a table in memory that contains the node id and the Tx
value that it received from probe packets. DA-TPC employs an initialization
phase that does not maintain a comprehensive list of information from all the
nodes and hence is more memory efficient. Finally, node D sets the maximum
Tx level (19) from the list. The routing protocol in node D then uses this Tx level
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(19) to relay a low priority data with any of the nodes based on the shortest path
to sink.
In Figure 6.4, imagine node A is 15m apart from source node D that has a
low priority data to send. Assume that the routing protocol running in node D
chooses node A has the first hop to its destination. As per working of the
initialization phase of DA-TPC discussed above, for Node D to communicate
with node A, it uses Tx level 19 that has a communication range of 29m (refer to
Table 6.2). Not utilizing a minimum power (11) which is just enough to
establish a link between a pair of nodes D and An as done by various other TPC
algorithms such as MODTPC, AODPTC [128][58] seems counter intuitive.
However, by establishing a weak link with minimum transmit power, we run
the risk of breaking the communication path due to the collision. This is even
more the case when multiple nodes transmit at the same time.
When the link breaks, routing protocol has to transmit extra control messages
to find a new path (refer chapter 3). Therefore, maximum Tx level from the
subset (11, 15, 19) is chosen to keep the network stable as long as possible.
Also as pointed out in chapter 4, low transmission power causes more collision
due to hidden-node and one of the simplest methods to root out hidden node is
to maximize the transmission range with higher Tx. Similar to DA-TPC, there
are TPC algorithms that have shorter initialization phase as shown in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3 Partial list of TPC algorithms with shorter initialization phase
TPC algorithms

Packets sent at initialization phase

ODTPC [57]
AODTPC [58]

2 packets per pair of nodes
2 packets per pair of nodes

BS-TPC [59]
DA-TPC

4 packets per pair of nodes
3 packets per pair of nodes

However, configuring DA-TPC to use a subset of Tx levels based on the
network topology is much easier than tweaking the RSSI threshold models that
are widely used in existing TPC to adapt Tx. In addition, TPC algorithms in
Table 6.3 are receiver based and therefore the receiver node must bare
additional transmission cost by responding to source node with appropriate Tx
level.

6.3.2

Working of Anomaly Detection Component

Anomaly detection component has two main tasks. First, it checks if the
priority of the data is low or high. Second, it is a mapper function as shown in
equation 6.1, maps the priority of the data to a specific Tx level and routing
protocol to be used by the node to relay the low or high priority sensor data.
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Pr {Pl , Ph } is the set of priorities that a sensor data is tagged. Here, Pl and
Ph represents a low and high priority. The set PTx {InitTx , MaxTx }
represents the specific Tx levels selected. InitTx and MaxTx are the subset of
power levels determined at initialization phase and the maximum power level
available in CC2420 transceiver respectively. The set R {RRPl } contains
Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) routing protocol. By implementing the simple
weighted moving average algorithm (WMA) at the sender node, priority of the
future data packet is instantly and accurately predicted. Employing WMA is
appropriate because of its performance compared to other learning algorithms
(refer chapter 5)

6.3.3

Working of Routing Component

Nodes use CTP routing protocol to multi-hop the data from the source node
to sink. All the nodes for relaying both low and high priority data, dynamically
select the path from the source to destination node. The modular structure of
DA-TPC allows usage of any other protocols. However, DA-TPC by default
employs CTP.

6.3.4

DA-TPC

Figure 6.5 illustrates the entire workflow of DA-TPC. First, every node
executes the initialization phase. Next, the anomaly detection component in the
node checks the data priority (low or high) and maps it to a specific Tx level.
Lastly, the routing protocol (CTP) forwards the data.

6.4

Experimental and Simulation Setup

DA-TPC algorithm is evaluated for a 10-node network as shown in Figure
6.6. All nodes are separated from another by a distance of 10m. All nodes are
configured to transmit one packet randomly in 2 to 4 seconds time interval to
sink node 10. To emulate fading of the signal strength with increase in distance
between the source and the destination node, Unit Disk Graph Model (UDGM)
was used [49]. All nodes in the network have a start-up delay of 1000ms and
emulate TelosB sensor motes equipped with CC2420 transceiver [11].
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Figure 6.5 Workflow of DA-TPC algorithm

Figure 6.6 10 nodes network setup

DA-TPC was tested with CTP routing protocol and ContikiMAC MAC
protocol at lower layers. To check the channel condition, all the nodes perform
Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) at the MAC layer [76]. Four different
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experiments were conducted. At a time only one node, either node 2, 7, 8 and 9
are configured to execute DA-TPC algorithm.

6.5

Results and Discussion

In this section, we compare the performance of DA-TPC at two different
levels- network and node level. The comparison is performed in three different
scenarios - a network with no nodes adjusting their Tx (No-TPC), a network
with only one node (either 2, 7, 8 and 9) adjusting their Tx based on reactive
TPC model and DA-TPC model. We also evaluate the energy consumption of
initialization phase of DA-TPC with other TPC algorithms with a shorter
initialization phase.
Table 6.4 Transmission coverage of the nodes with three different transmission
power levels
Transmit power
levels
T x=15
T x=19
T x=11

Node 2
67
78

Transmission Coverage (%)
Node 7
Node 8
78
45
89
67
On an average 31% for all nodes

Node 9
89
89

In No-TPC scenario, all nodes use fixed Tx level of 11. Reactive TPC nodes
by default employ Tx level 15 and enhance the Tx to 19 when link quality falls.
Whereas, in the case of DA-TPC, nodes by default employ Tx level of 19 and
adjust Tx to 31 when there is a high priority data to transmit. Table 6.4 provides
the transmission coverage at three different transmission powers.

6.5.1

Performance of DA-TPC at Network Level

Figure 6.7(a), Figure 6.7(b) and Figure 6.7(c) presents the average PDR,
latency, and duty cycle of the network in three different scenarios- No-TPC,
reactive TPC, and DA-TPC model.
PDR of the network (Figure 6.7(a)) is 48% and 37% more in the case of DATPC compared to No-TPC and Reactive TPC respectively. Whereas the latency
of the network (Figure 6.7(b)) in the case of DA-TPC is less by 29% and 13%
compared to No-TPC and Reactive TPC respectively. As far as the duty cycle is
concerned (Figure 6.7(c)) the percentage of time the transceiver remains in onstate in the case of DA-TPC is 1% less compared to No-TPC. However, it is 2%
more compared to Reactive TPC. The duty cycle is only marginally higher in
DA-TPC compared to Reactive TPC for the obvious reason that higher Tx is
employed by the nodes to achieve stronger links.
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Figure 6.7 Comparison of network wide performance of DA-TPC

The reason for the better performance of DA-TPC is because of the reduction
of two crucial problems – hidden-node and avoiding low power links. These
two problems are avoided by deliberately adopting much higher Tx level (refer
Table 6.4) than what is required to connect to the immediate neighbouring node
at the initialization phase. Recollect from chapter 4 that hidden-node problem
manifests more strongly in the case where nodes employ lower transmission
power (LowTx) than higher transmission power (HighTx). When a node
transmits at HighTx , more number of nodes falls in the communication range
and they all defer their communication because of Clear Channel Assessment
(CCA) enabled at the MAC layer.
To conserve energy, many TPC algorithms proposed in the literature
configure the transmitting nodes to utilize LowTx. As pointed out earlier, LowTx
increases the possibility of hidden-node problem and collision is inevitable and
hence retransmission increases. This condition is shown in Figure 6.8 that
provides information on the total number of retransmitted packets in the
network in three different scenarios – network with no nodes performing TPC
(No-TPC) and a network with one node (2, 7, 8 and 9) performing TPC (DATPC or Reactive TPC). As you can observe, a network with no nodes
performing TPC generates the highest number of retransmission compared to
the case where one of the nodes 2, 7, 8 and 9 perform TPC either by employing
DA-TPC or reactive TPC. However, an exception to this comes when node 7
performs reactive TPC. Recollect from chapter 3 that when a node that relays
the traffic of majority of other nodes in the network performs TPC, there is a
spike in the retransmission.
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Figure 6.8 Packets retransmission in the network when individual node perform
TPC

Compared to reactive TPC, the number of retransmitted packets (sensor data,
control packets from routing layer) is less in the network by 11%, 18%, and 6%
when the nodes 2, 7 and 9 adjust their Tx based on DA-TPC. However,
compared to reactive TPC, retransmission in the network is 6% more in the case
of node 8 adjusting its Tx based on DA-TPC.

6.5.2

Performance of TPC at Node Level

In this section, analysis of one node performing TPC to enhance its own link
quality is analysed. Figure 6.9(a), Figure 6.9(b) and Figure 6.9(c) presents the
PDR, latency and energy consumption of each individual nodes (2, 7, 8 and 9)
respectively when they do not adjust their Tx level (No-TPC) or when they
adjust Tx level either using Reactive TPC or DA-TPC.
From Figure 6.9, all individual nodes that use DA-TPC to adjust their Tx level
achieve superior PDR with lower latency and energy consumption. When node
2 performs DA-TPC, the PDR is 80% more than what node 2 would have
achieved with Reactive TPC. Similarly, when node 2 does not perform dynamic
power adjustment, its PDR is 60% lesser compared to the case when node 2
performs DA-TPC.
However, the performance of dynamic power adjustment performed by node
2 either by Reactive TPC or DA-TPC method on an average is 94% and 96%
less compared to all other individual nodes (7, 8 and 9) performing TPC either
by Reactive TPC or DA-TPC method respectively. This is because in a
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relatively high contention network the nodes those are farther away from the
sink node suffer the most due to the collision.
Latency presented in Figure 6.9(b) is calculated as total packets received at
the sink node divided by total packets sent. Although the number of packets
received by sink node 10 from nodes 2, 7, 8 and 9 performing DA-TPC is more,
the latency of only node 7, 8 and 9 is less compared to their counterparts. This
is because node 2 is 10m farther away from nodes 7, 8 and 9 and hence the data
of node 2 has to multi-hop more than other nodes.
As far as the duty cycle is concerned in Figure 6.9(c), No-TPC and Reactive
TPC employ Tx level 11 and 15 respectively. This results in fewer numbers of
nodes in transmission range causing collision due to hidden-node. As collision
increases retransmission occurs and hence higher energy is consumed.
However, this is not case with DA-TPC as Tx level 19 increases the
transmission range and results in the elimination of hidden-node and thereby
reduces energy expensive retransmission.

Figure 6.9 Node performance metrics (a) End-to-end PDR (b) End-to-end
latency (c) Radio duty cycle
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Energy Consumption at Initialization Phase

Finally, we compare the energy drawn during the initialization phase between
a pair of nodes having CC2420 transceiver using equation 6.2
p

 TPsn

i 1

 TPrn

(6.2)

Here TPsn , TPrn represent energy spent during transmission of probe packets
by the source and the receiver nodes respectively. P is the total number of probe
packets sent. Energy consumption at initialization phase of DA-TPC along with
other TPC algorithms with shorter initialization phase presented in Table 6.3 is
shown in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10 Energy consumption of TPC algorithms at initialization phase

From Figure 6.10, we find that DA-TPC consumes 48% less energy
compared to BS-TPC at initialization phase and DA-TPC consumes 24% more
energy compared to ODTPC and AODTPC. However, ODTPC and AODTPC
employ sensitive RSSI metric to determine the Tx to be adopted by a pair of
nodes. As sensitive parameters vary abruptly, TPC algorithms adjust Tx
frequently.
Chapter 3 shows that frequent adjustment of transmission power can impede
the performance of the network. In addition, initialization phase of ODTPC,
AODTPC is designed to achieve just enough Tx level to communicate with its
neighbours. These low power links are prone to failure due to internal
interference. DA-TPC eliminates the low power links and purposefully employs
higher Tx to achieve stable links at the cost of higher energy consumption.
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Adoption of higher transmission power also eliminates the hidden-node
problem.

6.6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, a new TPC algorithm is dubbed DA-TPC is proposed. DATPC uses priority of the data as a metric to adapt the transmission power instead
of relying on an environmentally sensitive metric such as LQI, RSSI. TPC
algorithms in the literature employ just enough transmit power level to
communicate with the neighbours. However, this design decision fails in a
network with multiple source nodes simultaneously transmitting the data
because lower transmission power level often gives rise to the hidden-node
problem causing collision and retransmission. DA-TPC reduces the hiddennode issue with the adoption of higher transmission power level. One node in
the network performing frequent adjustment of transmitting power level by
reactive TPC method impedes the performance of the network. However, as
DA-TPC is a sender-side per packet power control algorithm it has a very
marginal impact on the overall performance of the network. Unlike other TPC
algorithms proposed in the literature, DA-TPC has a shorter initialization phase
and therefore as minimum communication overhead.
However, for the Initialization phase of DA-TPC to work accurately the
approximate distance between neighbouring nodes must be known in advance.
Therefore, DA-TPC will fail to perform in a network with randomly distributed
nodes. DA-TPC algorithm was tested for a small-sized static network with CTP
and ContikiMAC protocols at lower layers. The performance of DA-TPC in a
larger network with other routing protocols such as AODV, RPL (IPv6 Routing
Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks) and MAC protocols such as BMAC must be experimented with to evaluate the robustness of DA-TPC.

Chapter 7 Predicting the Energy
Depletion of IoT Devices

In this chapter, we investigate a generic method of predicting battery
depletion rate of neighboring sensor nodes. To this end, the possibilities of
utilizing Received Signal Strength Indicators (RSSI) as an input to a variant of
machine learning algorithms known as classification algorithms to infer the
state of the battery of embedded devices is evaluated. Smoothed RSSI is used as
input to these algorithms.
The contribution of this work lies in determining if RSSI values can be used
as a potential parameter to represent the energy depletion rate. In addition,
comparative analysis of various well-established classification and regression
algorithms such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN) for predicting the voltage level of a remote node using exclusively RSSI
values is analyzed. These algorithms are evaluated based on their accuracy and
speed. As the classification algorithms are computationally intensive, the tasks
of estimating the critical state of the battery of individual nodes are diverted to
more powerful nodes such as sink node. To this end, this chapter addresses the
following research question mentioned chapter 1
(RO6) How accurately can machine-learning algorithms forecast the battery
level of the IoT device?
The experiments conducted shows that the nature of RSSI values obtained at
various battery levels (3V to 1.5V) of the node cannot aid the machine learning
algorithms to classify the exact energy level. Therefore, the original assumption
that RSSI values can be used as a potential input to machine learning algorithms
to predict the gradual energy depletion rate is not valid. However, the
algorithms are able to classify the drastic fall (from 3V to directly 1.5V).
Amongst the nine learning algorithms, speed and the classification accuracy of
determining the drastic fall by SVM and logistic regression are the highest,
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whereas linear regression has the worst performance compared to all other
algorithms evaluated in the experiment.
Remaining sections of this chapter are as follows. In section 7.1 importance
of predicting the energy level is outlined. Background information on other
popular battery power level prediction techniques is explained in section 7.2.
Section 7.3 provides an architecture of sink node based battery level estimation
technique. The experimental setup is presented in section 7.4. A brief overview
of various machine-learning algorithms that are used in the experimentation is
provided in section 7.5. Prediction accuracy of various machine learning is
discussed in section 7.6. In section 7.7 we conclude and provide further research
ideas on this topic.

7.1

Importance of Predicting Energy Level

Imagine a large scale IoT network deployed to monitor temperature and
humidity, with an intention to optimize the yield of farming land such as potato
field or a vineyard [22][87]. When IoT devices such as sensor nodes operate in
outdoor scenarios, there are many points of failures. One of the main causes of
failures could be an unpredictable battery depletion of individual devices.
Many of the IoT devices such as TelosB operate with a limited battery
capacity. In a dense network, the possibility of collision is higher and therefore
the possibility of retransmission is higher and every additional transmission
incurs energy. For a device such as TelosB mote, in default factory setting the
transmission consumes 18.4 mA, higher than any other components of a mote
[11]. In addition, to thwart security breaches, individual devices run
computationally expensive encryption and authentication programs that
consume a considerable amount of energy [129][10]. Furthermore, variants of
Denial-of-Sleep malicious attack that keeps the IoT devices’ radio in
unnecessarily prolonged wake-up/listen state can drain the battery in only in a
couple of days [10]. These concerns can easily deplete the battery sooner than
expected. Replacing the depleted battery of the nodes that are deployed in
remote and harsh environmental conditions is not always feasible, due to the
operational cost.
Failure of strategic nodes due to above-mentioned concerns can bring down
the entire network and is not favorable for the end users who depend on it for
day-to-day operation. Figure 7.1 depicts a small sized network and illustrates
the impact of the failure of a strategic node. As you can see from Figure 7.1,
node 2 has a high degree of centrality as it relays the traffic of the majority of
nodes. Battery depletion of this node would severe the network if other
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neighboring nodes cannot find any alternative paths, for instance, due to limited
transmission range or routing issues.

Figure 7.1 Traffic flow in a small size network

Early prediction of the battery depletion rate can be advantageous for
following reasons
1. Rerouting the traffic through more energy efficient paths, before the
network is disconnected [130].
2. Assisting the TPC algorithms to make a more informed decision on
adjusting the Tx level based not only on the channel condition but also
the physical condition of the device.
Therefore, the concerns and potential benefits uphold the need of predicting
energy depletion.

7.2

Literature Overview

Figure 7.2 depict various techniques pointed out in the literature to predict the
battery life of a device. The first well-known technique is battery modelling. A
mathematical model of a battery discharge rate is constructed that can derive the
remaining life time of the battery [131].These mathematical models capture the
discharge rate broadly in two ways - offline and online.
An analytical battery model that can accurately estimate the battery discharge
behavior is proposed in [132][133]. However, the major demerit of this model is
that it is offline, as it requires long computation time. Therefore, offline models
have limited utility for the implementation in low power wireless networks. To
overcome the obvious disadvantage of offline analytical models, a wide array of
online computation of discharge rate are proposed [130][134][135].
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Figure 7.2 Various battery-monitoring techniques

Both offline and online battery energy models provide decent prediction
accuracy only in simulators, as they do not imply variable environmental
conditions such as temperature within cold logistic units. The battery of sensor
nodes is subjected to extreme conditions when they are deployed to monitor
shelf life of perishable goods in cold storage units, monitoring of climatic
condition in the dry and hot area. It is a well-known fact that temperature
greatly affects the battery behavior [134][21]. Constructing a model that
includes all the parameters that reflect not all environmental conditions are
feasible due to acute resource constrains of the device. As there are various
battery models (Nickel-Cadmium (NiCd), Nickel-Metal-Hydride (NiMH),
Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion)), these energy models are not generic and require
adaptation to suit a specific battery model.
The second technique to forecast remaining battery life is to activate the
internal voltage-monitoring sensor. Devices such as TelosB have MSP430
microcontroller that has an internal voltage monitoring sensor- supply voltage
supervisor (SVS) circuitry that can detect if the supply voltage drops below a
predefined user selectable level. However, SVS circuit is specific to MSP430
microcontroller making it a non-generic solution. Enabling battery-monitoring
sensor on resource constraint nodes is not advisable as they consume extra
energy. The method presented in this chapter offloads the task of monitoring the
battery to more energy rich nodes- a sink node.
The last technique to forecast the remaining battery life is to utilize RSSI to
determine the battery depletion rate. This metric is provided by most of the
transceivers of wireless devices such as TelosB motes. They are embedded in
all the incoming packets and can be extracted any time. It represents the
strength of the incoming signal and is measured in dBm. As RSSI is strongly
affected by the battery discharge, it can be used to monitor the depletion rate of
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a neighboring node. These neighboring nodes can then exchange their energy
detail with one another for various purpose such as routing [136]. The
relationship between transmit power and supply voltage is discussed in [137].
Ease of calculating and utilizing RSSI to forecast the energy depletion makes it
a viable solution, as it does not require employing a sensor that monitor the
voltage or constructing new models.
To that extent, various machine learning algorithms such as linear regression
were used to predict the depletion rate [138]. However, it is known that RSSI
are sensitive to environmental conditions such as temperature [33]. As RSSI can
vary due to multiple factors, it is challenging to validate if the variation in RSSI
was indeed due to depletion of the power source. It is necessary to re-evaluate
the usability of RSSI for predicting remaining battery life as this not yet done.
Therefore, evaluating the accuracy of this method is the main goal of this
chapter.

7.3

System Overview

Consider a partial view of randomly deployed large IoT network as shown in
Figure 7.3. Each of the numbered nodes is responsible for monitoring
environmental data and transmitting it to the cluster nodes (1 and 6). The
aggregated data from the cluster nodes are sent to the sink node for further
processing.

Figure 7.3 Envisioned architecture of a battery depletion prediction system

As pointed out earlier, RSSI values are non-linear and can vary abruptly due
to multiple factors such as temperature, humidity [21][22]. Providing the
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machine learning algorithms with sharp variations can give a less accurate
prediction. Therefore, to reduce the number of outliers and enhance the
prediction accuracy of the machine learning algorithms, the data must be
smoothed. Due to sharp variations in the RSSI values, it is not possible to
classify whether the battery level is good, average, or bad with single RSSI
value. Hence, we need to maintain a window that keeps the most recently read
RSSI values. To meet the above-mentioned requirements, the algorithm of
choice for our experiments is Adaptive Window (ADWIN) as it uses the
concept of a sliding window. Unlike simple moving average that has a fixed
window size w to calculate the average, ADWIN uses variable window. The
window size is recomputed online depending on the rate of change detected
from the data in the window itself. This way ADWIN helps in identifying
distribution change when learning from the sequence of data [139].
The sequence diagram of the system is shown in Figure 7.4. Sensor nodes
monitor the environmental condition and transmit it to the cluster node.

Figure 7.4 Sequence diagram of envisioned energy depletion prediction system

A normal sensor node is elected to be a cluster node depending on its
remaining battery level and other parameters. For example, a Low Energy
Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) protocol can be used to elect a
particular node to be a cluster node [140]. Along with the LEACH protocol, the
ADWIN algorithm resides in the cluster nodes and smooths the RSSI values of
the respective nodes, and transmits these to the sink node. Since machinelearning algorithms are computationally intensive processes, they are executed
on a relatively more resource rich devices such as a sink node. Sensor nodes
attached to the laptop via USB interface is a sink node (refer Figure 7.3). The
data received from the mote can be transferred to the machine-learning
algorithm in real-time via USB interface.
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Experimental Setup

RSSI is the sum of the pure received signal strength and the noise floor. The
noise in the sensor network communication is introduced due to co-location of
other 802.11 network Bluetooth devices and domestic appliances such as
microwave oven [16][141]. In addition, concurrent transmission from other
nodes within the network can also introduce noise into the communication
channel [142]. Prior to assessing the applicability of RSSI values in predicting
the battery depletion rate in a realistic network, we need to evaluate how the
RSSI values fluctuate in an ideal condition-interference free environment.
Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, only the communication between one
cluster node (transmitting) and the sink node (receiving) was performed in an
anechoic chamber. Hence, Figure 7.5 shows the actual experimental setup.
Once the RSSI values were collected, smoothing of RSSI values and prediction
of battery depletion was carried offline.

Figure 7.5 Experimental setup in an anechoic chamber

Two sets of experiments were conducted using TelosB motes (Tx and Rx)
equipped with a CC2420 transceiver. In the first setup, the distance between
transmitting node (Tx) and receiving node (Rx) was set to 2 meters. In the second
setup, the distance was increased by 5 meters. The battery depletion rate of the
transmitting node was emulated by using Benchmark power supply. The
following settings were kept constant for every set of experiment
1. Transmitting node was configured to send data to the receiving node
every 250ms at maximum transmit power.
2. The receiving node connected to the laptop was our sink node (refer
Figure 7.5).
3. Once the experiment is started, the position of the transmitting and the
receiving nodes was not changed during the entire duration of the
experiment.
4. The current of TelosB motes was set at 0.25mA.
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5. For every voltage ranging from 3V to 1.5V (max and min operational
voltages of TelosB mote), and two distances (2m and 5m), 1000 RSSI
reading were taken.

7.5

Overview of Machine-Learning Algorithms

The machine learning algorithms used in this experimentation can be broadly
classified into two groups –classification (SVM, GMM, RFT, KNN, and RC)
and regression (LR and LogR). Please see Table 7.1 for the acronyms
description. Sci-Kit Python machine learning framework was used for
predicting the energy level [143].
Table 7.1 Legends for Table 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5

SVM-RBK: Support Vector Machine with Radial Basis function
SVM-PK: Support Vector Machine with Polynomial function
GMM: Gaussian Mixture Model
RFT: Random Forest Trees
KNN: K Nearest Neighbors
LogR+RBM: Logistic Regression built on a top of a Restricted
Boltzmann Machine
LogR: Logistic Regression
LR: Linear Regression
RC: Random Classifier
Not available (NA): we stopped the algorithm due to the running time
bigger than 1 minute

The classification algorithms predict the most probable category, class or
label for a new data item and the regression algorithms predict the value of a
future data item [144].
The first classification algorithm we use is SVM [145]. SVM produces an
input-output mapping function from a set of labelled training data. The mapping
functions chosen for this experiment are polynomial and radial basis function.
This is because they are helpful in classifying non-linear data points such as
RSSI [144]. For a simple classification task with only two features, the
hyperplane can be a function as shown in equation 7.1 that represents a straight
line. In order to classify the data into two classes, SVM learns the hyperplane.
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y  mx  b

(7.1)

The second classification algorithm is GMM. It is a basic classification
algorithm that can be used to classify a wide array of N-dimensional data
points. Expectation-Maximization function is used for fitting a variety of
Gaussian models [146]. GMM is defined as per equation 7.2
k

p(x)    k N  X | k , k 
k 1

(7.2)

In equation 7.2, 1,..., k are the mixture coefficients and each Gaussian

density N  X | k , k  having mean  k and covariance  k .
The third classification algorithm we use is RFT and it is an ensemble of
decision trees, which will output a prediction value. Each decision tree is
constructed by using a random subset of the training data. The objective of
combining decision tree is to increase the prediction accuracy [147].
The fourth classification algorithm is KNN and it is a non-parametric
algorithm that stores all the available cases and classifies new case based on the
similarity measures such as Euclidean distance function as shown in the
equation 7.3 [148].

 x1  x2 2   y1  y2 2

(7.3)

In equation 7.3 x1 , x2 and y1, y2 represent the coordinates of two dimensional
data points.
The fifth algorithm we experiment with is LR. The objective of LR is to
explain the relation between one dependent variable and one or more
independent variables. Regression analysis is the task of fitting a single line
through a scatter plot. LR assumes that a linear relationship exists between the

dependent variable and independent variable [149]. A simple linear
regression is shown in equation 7.4.

y    x

(7.4)

In equation 7.4, y is a dependent and x is an independent variable. α is the
intercept i.e., the value of y when x=0. β is the slope of the line and it represents
the rate of increase or decrease in the value of y for each unit increase in x.
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Finally, we use LogR. Like LR, LogR is also used for regression. LR assumes
that the dependent variable is normally distributed. However, in many situations
dependent variable is not normally distributed and can represent probability
value in the range {0, 1}. LR assumes that a constant change in the independent
variable will also result in the constant change in the value of a dependent
variable. LogR eliminates this assumption by relating a linear combination of
the independent variable to the dependent variable by a link function such as
RBM [145]. A simple logistic regression is shown in equation 7.5.

1

F (t ) 

M

1 e

   j xij

(7.5)

j 0

Here, e is the natural log and β is the regression coefficient. i = 1 ... N is the
number of observations and j = 1 ... M is the number of individual variables.
Finally, we test the prediction accuracy of all the algorithms with the prediction
accuracy of a random classifier. As the name suggests, the random classifiers
randomly classify the data points into one of the known classes. The random
classifier is used as a benchmark to test the speed and accuracy of all other
algorithms [145].

7.6

Evaluation

This section presents the experimental results from conducting the
aforementioned experiments. The section is split into two parts: data smoothing
and battery level prediction. Data smoothing is executed at the cluster node
level and aims at reducing either the processing or the communication or both.
Moreover, it contributes to the efficiency of the prediction algorithm by
reducing the outlier data points and, hence, the overlap of the classes used at
classifiers or reducing the bias in the regression models. Smoothened data are
the input to the prediction algorithms that are running in the sink node. The
algorithms are evaluated based on their accuracy and speed.
Figure 7.6a presents the raw input RSSI data in the two datasets as well as the
smoothing of that data using a naive moving average (Figure 7.6b) and the
ADWIN (Figure 7.6c and Figure 7.6d) algorithms. The moving average
algorithm outputs the average value of a window of the 10 latest samples for
every new RSSI value received. The ADWIN algorithm is used in two modes:
-Verbose: for every RSSI value received, ADWIN outputs the average value
of the current window (Figure 7.6c).
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-Change-detection: ADWIN provides the average value of the last window
just on moments of a change at the window size (Figure 7.6d).
As shown in Figure 7.6a, the two RSSI raw datasets are overlapping. On the
one hand, the moving average algorithm filters out many outliers that were
causing that overlap. On the other hand, ADWIN has reduced significantly the
variance of the two datasets and has increased the gap in between.
As expected, the data-points generated by ADWIN in Figure 7.6d are
significantly fewer than those in Figure 7.6c as data are submitted to the
prediction algorithms in the sink node solely upon a considerable change to the
ADWIN window size.
An ADWIN window changes upon a shift of the estimated voltage level, i.e.
concept, based on the received RSSI values. Had such concept shift not been
present, there would also be no need for triggering the battery voltage level
prediction algorithm. Therefore, ADWIN on change-detection mode reduces the
communication overhead for the sensor nodes and the processing overhead for
the prediction algorithms.
The input data shown in Figure 7.6 are the training data for the prediction
algorithms. Every training data-point in those datasets is classified to one of the
16 voltage levels (1.5v-3v). Therefore, any RSSI value from the testing datasets
has to be fed into the prediction algorithm and classified to one of those levels
i.e. classes. The output of ADWIN algorithm in both modes was used for the
classification process.
Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 (please see Table 7.1 for the acronyms description)
present the evaluation of various algorithms concerning their accuracy
(percentage of input data-points classified in the correct class) and execution
time (seconds spent during training phase). From Table 7.2 we find that when
smoothed (ADWIN in verbose mode) RSSI values is provided to classifiers to
classify the RSSI values to one of the 16 voltages levels (1.5V to 3V), the
prediction accuracy of all the nine algorithms are not impressive. This is
because the overlapping of data points (RSSI) even after smoothing the data is
high for any learning algorithms to accurately predict.
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Figure 7.6 Raw and pre-processed input data from the two monitored network
conditions. Figure 7.6a illustrates all raw data points. Figure 7.6b presents the
moving average of those datasets with a sliding window of 10 samples. Figure7.6c
depicts the output of ADWI

On the other hand, Table 7.3 demonstrates a slightly improved situation. The
prediction accuracy of the classifiers is better when smoothed RSSI values
obtained from the ADWIN algorithm in change detection mode is provided as
input to all the classifiers. This is evident only when the distance between the
nodes is five meters as overlapping is much reduced (refer Figure 7.6d).
However, even in that case (ADWIN in change-detection mode), classifier’s
performance is limited.
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Table 7.2 Evaluati on of prediction algorithms. Input data come from the output
of ADWIN in verbose mode. RSSI values are classified to one of the 16 voltage
levels i.e. classes
Classification
Algorithms

SVM-RBK
SVM-PK
GMM
RFT
KNN
LogR+RBM
LogR
LR
RC

2-meter distance dataset
Accuracy
(% )
10.76
NA
5.51
10.23
10.19
12.86
12.71
5.62
6.25

Time
(sec)
3.7464
>1 minute
2.3817
0.3366
0.0108
4.1106
0.1648
0.0277
>1 minute

5-meter distance
dataset
Accuracy
Time
(% )
(sec)
10.51
3.7499
NA
>1 minute
7.27
3.2728
9.76
0.3472
9.89
0.0107
13.99
4.0429
12.36
0.1727
10.56
0.0221
6.25
>1 minute

Table 7.3 Evaluati on of prediction algorithms. Input data come from the output
of ADWIN in change detection mode. RSSI values are classified to one of the 16
voltage levels i.e. classes
Classification
Algorithms

SVM-RBK
SVM-PK
GMM
RFT
KNN
LogR+RBM
LogR
LR
RC

2-meter distance dataset
Accuracy
(% )
7.86
17.97
8.98
17.97
12.35
12.35
11.23
7.86
6.25

Time
(sec)
0.0010
0.4803
0.0523
0.0050
0.0007
0.0492
0.0492
0.0019
>1 minute

5-meter distance
dataset
Accuracy
Time
(% )
(sec)
12.10
0.00309
NA
>1 minute
8.28
0.0630
15.92
0.0050
12.10
0.0005
14.01
0.0799
13.37
0.0034
12.74
0.0003
6.25
>1 minute

The default communication channel 26 of 802.15.4 was used by the nodes
(transmitter and the receiver) to send and receive the packets. Channel 26 does
not interfere with European WLAN 802.11 network [150]. However, there are
still various reasons behind this inaccuracy. The input RSSI values have a very
high variance for each voltage levels [75]. This variance, in a well-controlled
environment like the anechoic chamber, might be caused by the inaccuracy of
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RSSI register at the receiver, which, in TelosB nodes, varies for plus or minus
6dBm. In addition, it is shown that 802.15.4 compliant radios such as Atmel
AT86RF230 [74], Chipcon CC2420 [71] introduce systematic errors in their
RSSI measurements [72]. Moreover, the average RSSI value of any voltage
level differs maximum 3dBm from any other level. These two issues create a
very wide overlapping among the voltage classes that not all the tested
classifiers can easily detect.
Therefore, the results in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 are inconclusive concerning
the inference of the battery level of a neighboring sensor node using only
received RSSI values at an early stage. However, during the experiments, we
noticed that two voltage levels were more accurately predicted than others were.
As shown in Table 7.4 and Table 7.5, the classifiers can perform much better,
when just two classes are considered. Instead of 16 classes, the classifiers were
trained with the same input data to classify data-points into either the 1.5V-1.6V
class or the 1.7V-3.0V class. That classification can practically predict if the
battery of the remote sensor node has maximum 0.2V before it is drained.
However, this is not of a much use because the aim is to accurately determine
early in time the energy depletion before the sensor nodes reach their cut-off
point so that some preventive action be taken.
Table 7.4 Evaluati on prediction algorithms. Input data come from the output of
ADWIN in verbose mode RSSI values are classified to one of two classes (1.5 -1.6V
or 1.7-3V)
Classification
Algorithms

SVM-RBK
SVM-PK
GMM
RFT
KNN
LogR+RBM
LogR
LR
RC

2-meter distance dataset
Accuracy
(% )
89.11
NA
67.08
83.19
81.10
87.44
92.44
24.75
50.00

Time
(sec)
1.5670
> 1 minute
0.4543
0.1664
0.0109
2.8912
0.1741
0.0218
> 1 minute

5-meter distance
dataset
Accuracy
Time
(% )
(sec)
86.08
2.1382
NA
> 1 minute
64.14
0.4907
79.19
0.2405
76.95
0.0110
87.41
4.8276
84.65
0.1659
26.03
0.0220
50.00
> 1 minute

Table 7.4 present an accuracy of tested classifiers up to 92.4% for the 2-meter
distance dataset and up to 87.4% for the 5-meter distance dataset. The benefit of
using ADWIN in change-detection mode is shown in Table 7.5 as the accuracy
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or execution time of many algorithms is considerably improved compared to
Table 7.4. This suggests that the energy depletion level can be predicted when
there are fewer classification classes. This also means that the gradual decrease
in the energy level is often harder to predict.
Table 7.5 Evaluati on prediction algorithms. Input data come from the output of
ADWIN in change detection mode RSSI values are classified to one of two classes
(1.5-1.6V or 1.7-3V)
Classification
Algorithms

SVM-RBK
SVM-PK
GMM
RFT
KNN
LogR+RBM
LogR
LR
RC

7.7

2-meter distance dataset
Accuracy
(% )
86.51
92.13
68.53
88.76
88.76
91.01
89.88
29.21
50.00

Time
(sec)
0.0004
0.3010
0.0137
0.0040
0.0006
0.0387
0.0019
0.0003
> 1 minute

5-meter distance
dataset
Accuracy
Time
(% )
(sec)
85.35
0.0009
78.34
10.8300
73.88
0.0206
85.35
0.0040
84.71
0.0005
85.98
0.0629
85.98
0.0032
31.84
0.0003
50.00
> 1 minute

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, the prospectus of employing RSSI values to predict the
depletion of the battery is presented. Through this experimentation, it can be
concluded that the nature of the RSSI values obtained from the transmitting
node when its battery level is between 3V and 1.8V cannot help the prediction
algorithm to predict node's current voltage level. On the contrary, the RSSI
values obtained from the node when its power level reach the cut-off point
(1.6V and 1.5V), can help the majority of the classification algorithms detect
the sudden fall in the battery level. However, the predicting the battery level at
1.6V does not serve any purpose. This is because minimum operational voltage
required by TelosB sensor nodes must be 1.6V. Therefore, the hypothesis that
employing RSSI as an input parameter to learning algorithms for early
prediction of battery level for various purposes (refer section 7.1) fails.
In addition, it was found that it is not possible to classify whether the battery
level is good, average, or bad with a single RSSI value. Therefore, we needed to
maintain a window that buffers the most recent RSSI values.
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In the course of the experiment, it was discovered that providing the
classification algorithm with raw RSSI values reduces the prediction accuracy
of the algorithms. The reason for this is large number of outliers. To prune the
outliers and to significantly reduce the overlapping data points (RSSI values)
for training algorithms, we used ADWIN algorithm because of its unique
capability of detecting concept drift in data points.
When the algorithms had to predict from only two classes (1.5V and 3V)
instead of sixteen classes(1.5V to 3V), the prediction accuracy of variants of
SVM and Logistic Regression is the highest, followed by Random Forest Tree,
K-Nearest Neighbor, and Gaussian Mixture Model. Linear Regression has the
least accuracy. As SVM and Logistic Regression use non-linear kernel or
functions such as Radial Basis, Polynomial, and the Restricted Boltzmann
Machine, it can capture the non-linearity of the RSSI values well. The linear
regression assumes that the relation between a dependent and the independent
variable is linear. However, as the variation in RSSI is non-linear, the
assumption of linear regression causes the inferiority in the prediction accuracy.
The experiments were carried out in an anechoic chamber. The RSSI values
obtained in the interference free room even after smoothing it cannot aid the
learning algorithms to successfully classify the energy level. The prediction
accuracy of the algorithms in the real world wireless deployment will be
inferior to the results obtained in the anechoic chamber due to inherent nature of
RSSI values. Hence, employing it as an input to learning algorithms is not
recommended. Constructing an energy model based on battery or using Supply
Voltage Supplier (SVS) circuitry makes the solution non-generic. Although
SVS consumes extra energy, they can be easily implemented in short time
compared to other two approaches- energy model and RSSI. Looking at the
solution space, employing SVS with the capability of activating it at only
specific time interval seems to be an efficient solution. Estimating the
remaining energy level is only a half solution. Predicting how long the
remaining energy will last based on the current functioning of the device is
worth researching in the future.

Chapter 8

Conclusions

It is an established fact that IoT is here to stay. A number of nodes that will
be connected in the near future is in the tunes of trillions. This growth in IoT is
fueled because the bottom-line value (higher revenue at lower cost) that can be
created or will migrate among various business domains based on their ability
to harness IoT is enormous. Although IoT has many benefits to offer, there are
challenges at various levels that pose a serious threat to the seamless adoption
of IoT.
To this end, chapter 1 of this thesis provides the broad overview of various
concerns that crop up while deploying IoT network. The crucial aspects of IoT
are sensing and communication. Achieving high reliability in communication
with low latency and energy consumption is not an easy task. Therefore, chapter
1 provides more detailed explanation of technical concerns or challenges related
to communication aspect of IoT network and present the research question and
objectives that the thesis addresses.
Chapter 2 is a literature review that presents an overview of steps and various
approaches to performing Transmission Power Control (TPC). Based on how
link quality metrics are calculated, it is broadly classified into hardware and
software link quality metrics and explained. The main limitation of link quality
metrics is that it is sensitive and reactive in nature. The reason for their
sensitiveness and consequences of employing them in TPC algorithms are
briefly explained. Various techniques to process link quality metrics are
presented in the literature. However, in chapter 2, these techniques are classified
into machine learning and non-machine learning approaches and their merits
and demerits are briefly discussed.
Environmental conditions such as humidity, temperature, movement of
people in the office space are known to abruptly change the value of various
link quality metrics such as LQI, RSSI. This frequent fluctuation is recognized
by TPC module and it changes the transmission power level with an intention to
enhance the communication link quality. However, the impact of this change in
the network has not been studied. Therefore, chapter 3 provides experimental
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evidence on how a single node performing TPC in the network with multiple
transmitting nodes negatively influences the performance of the entire network.
In addition, the chapter provides evidence on how TPC module inadvertently
influences routing and MAC layers.
The two main goals of TPC is to employ lower transmission power level
when the condition in the propagation medium is stable and increase it to the
next power level when the communication quality between a pair of nodes fall
below a certain predefined threshold. The design decision to use lower
transmission power results in two main problems – hidden node and unstable
links. These two issues are more prominent in a dense network. Evidently, as
the number of nodes increases, hidden node problem increases, and collision
arises with it when there are multiple transmitting nodes. Hence, there is an
increase in latency and additional energy consuming retransmission. Therefore,
the design decision used by older TPC module to employ transmission power
based solely on the variation in propagation medium without considering the
communication pattern of the neighboring nodes results in low reliability. Older
TPC modules increase their transmission power step-wise. However, there is no
guarantee that step-wise increment in power level can enhance the link quality.
To this end, chapter 4 investigates if there is a trade-off in terms of reliability
and energy consumption in the adoption of lower and higher transmission
power by the sensor nodes. Based on the results conducted, the chapter
proposes to consider employing higher transmission power that eliminates
hidden-node problem rather than electing power based on the variation in the
propagation medium.
Early prediction of link quality between a pair of nodes is helpful as the
reliability of the link can be maintained or enhanced by adjusting the
transmission power accordingly beforehand to compensate the degradation in
the propagation medium. Although popular machine learning algorithms such
as Support Vector Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) etc. could
be used for link quality prediction, they require a large amount of training
samples for training them before they are capable of predicting. In addition,
implementing them in popular embedded IoT devices such as TelosB, MicaZ,
and Econotag etc. is challenging due to their hardware limitations. Considering
the time required for collecting the data, training the learning model and
hardware limitation of IoT devices, learning algorithms are not the best choice.
To this end, chapter 5 investigates other alternative techniques to learning
algorithms and provides a comprehensive analysis of prediction accuracy and
ease of configuration of some of the many non-machine learning algorithms.
Evaluating the cost involved in terms of operational uptime, ease of
configuration and implementation, this chapter proposes to use non-machine
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learning algorithm such as Weighted Moving Average (WMA) as the best
algorithm for implementing proactive TPC.
As variation in the communication medium is frequent, older TPC algorithms
use energy inefficient and time consuming initialization phase to get accurate
information on the variation in link quality. However, it is known that even a
prolonged initialization phase cannot accurately model the variation. In
addition, they employ transmission power just enough to connect to its
immediate neighbor. These low power links are prone to failure due to internal
interference. In addition, it alleviates the hidden-node problem. This causes a
collision in the network when there multiple transmitting nodes and hence more
packets are retransmitted at the expense of higher energy consumption. As link
quality such as RSSI, LQI are sensitive to environmental conditions, employing
them as a primary input forces the TPC module to frequently adjust the
transmission power causing more collision. In addition, variation in these
metrics is specific to a location and hence TPC modules that depend on RSSI,
LQI makes them non-generic. This requires time consuming fine-tuning of TPC
module when TPC enabled IoT nodes are deployed in a new location. To
eliminate the drawbacks present in older TPC model, chapter 6 proposes a new
sender-side Data Aware Transmission Power Control (DA-TPC) algorithm that
uses priority of the data on per-packet basis rather than sensitive parameters
such as RSSI as the decision point to adjust the transmission power. DA-TPC
has a shorter initialization phase and selects appropriate transmission power that
eliminates the hidden-node problem. Experiments conducted shows that the
nodes employing DA-TPC perform better than reactive TPC in terms of Packet
Delivery Ratio (PDR), latency and energy consumption. In addition, the results
also reveal that frequent fluctuation of transmission power by DA-TPC does not
affect the performance of the entire network as it does in the case of reactive
TPC.
Generally, transceiver consumes more energy than any other embedded
component of a sensor node. Therefore, utilizing the knowledge of remaining
energy level as an input to adjust the transmission power level can be helpful.
To this end, the last chapter of this thesis explores the applicability of
employing RSSI as an input to various state-of-the-art supervised machinelearning algorithms. The experiments conducted shows that the nature of RSSI
values can aid the machine learning algorithms to predict the fall in the energy
level only when they reach cut-off level (1.6V to 1.5V) –a minimum operational
voltage required for the normal operation of the TelosB sensor motes. This
suggests that usage of RSSI in predicting the remaining energy level is not
possible. To conclude, this thesis started out with following research question
mentioned chapter 1
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How can we enhance the communication reliability of IoT network with
Transmission Power Control (TPC)?
To address this question, first, shortcoming if any, in the traditional receiver
based reactive TPC has to be established. This thesis experimentally highlights
four major drawbacks such as prolonged initialization phase, hidden-node
problem, higher latency, and energy cost with lower reliability, non-generic
nature of reactive TPC algorithms. Therefore, older TPC models such as
ODTPC, ATPC, and ART cannot enhance the communication reliability. To
mitigate the problems encountered with traditional receiver based reactive TPC
algorithms, DA-TPC algorithm is proposed. Experiments show that DA-TPC
certainly can enhance the reliability of the network with lower latency and
transmission energy.
Although the DA-TPC algorithm is beneficial, it is validated only for static
sizeable IoT network (e.g.10 nodes network). In addition, the performance of
DA-TPC is tested with only one dynamic routing protocol – CTP and MAC
protocol – ContikiMAC. Evaluation of the proposed algorithm with different
protocols at lower layers is crucial. Furthermore, the performance of reactive
TPC model and DA-TPC model is tested in a network with multiple
transmitting nodes. The performance of both variants of algorithms in a
scheduled network is necessary for widespread adoption of DA-TPC.
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